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Tradition Grows

Total Registration May Reach
AU-Time High Of Over 5,300

Milestone Snares
Medalist Award

Enrollment, Freshman, Faculty Records
Fall As Eastern Begins 58th Year

Yearbook Classed
Among Nation's Best

Eastern began its 58th yearj Halls.
Eastern began it's year.with
this week with new highs recorded in total enrollment, registration of In-service stunumber of freshmen, and size dents Saturday morning, then
braced for the onslaught of
of the faculty.
The enrollment, soaring to fershmen the next day.
Incoming frosh were greeted
new heights,.is expected to surpass the original conservative by guides provided by campus
estimate of 5,300 sometime to- organizations when they arrivThe
morrow. ' Total
. enrollment ed in-numbers Sunday.
could register as° much as a guides served in unloading the
20 percent increase over last new-comers and moving them
into their dormitories.
They
year's 4,713. .
An unprecedented number of continued to assist throughout
freshmen began to flood the orientation activities.
After the assignment of
campus Sunday. About 2,100
members of the class of '68 re- guides, new students and their
parents
were served refreshgistered Wednesday. At press
The
time almost 4,000 students had ments in Wlalnut Hall.
registered for the fall term, day's activities were completed
compared to 2,982 at this time with a YMCA-sponsored Vesper Service at the Van Peurlast year.
Completely accurate regis- sem Music Pavilion in the amtration figures will not be phitheater.
Meets Administration
available until after late reThe new class met President
gistration, which will see lateMartin,
Dean W. J. Moore,
comers arriving through next
Dean of Students, Henry G.
week.
The faculty, being enlarged Martin and Dean of Wlomen,
to handle the sky-rocketing Miss Evelyn Bradley Monday
and
classification
enrollment, has hit a new high morning
of 280, including 74 additions tests were given Tuesday. The
to the teaching staff this year. annual reception and dance
given by President and Mrs.
Facilities Readied
New facilities enabling the Martin was held that night In
College to accept the record en- the Student Union Building.
After registration freshmen
rollment
Include
the
Bert
Combs Building, housing the saw the Eastern Little TheaDepartments of English, Ed- tre's presentation of "Introducucation, Business, and Political tion to Uie Arts" Wednesday
Science, and the new men's night in the Van Peursem Padormitories Todd and Dupree vilion. Later that evening re-

The 1964 Milestone has received the National School Yearbook Association's highest award — The A-plue rating — signifying Its selection as one K>f the top college and university annuals In the nation.
Announcemnt of the meritorious score WBS made by Mr. N
8. Patterson, founder and director of the professional service
directed at helping scMool-college staffs and advisers produce
more Journalistic yearbooks.
Last year, six university yearbooks received A-plus ratings thorough currlcular coverage,
In the
national Journalism "beauutiful" opening s e~c 11 o n,
competition.
Total number to and color photographs.
be given the top rating this
The sports section and diyear has not yet been an- visional
pages were also given
nounced.
special commendation.
This marked the sixth high
The Milestone contained 376
national honor rating awarded
the Milestone in three years. It pages, including 24 pages of
pictures.
was the first announcement re- four-color
A special four-page presentaceived this year.
tion, in color, of campus coeds,
More Hating" Due
following the traditional royalty
Lexington; Betsy Stafford, student council
Ground-breaking ceremonies were held
Other ratings are forthcom- section, was especially cited.
secretary; President Martin, Vic Hellard,
yesterday in front of the Student Union
ing from the Columbia Scholas- The informal color portraits
student council president; Bob Tolan,
Building and construction begun for a new
tic Press and the Associated were called "excellent . . . some
student plaza. Participating in the actreasurer, and Dave Bennett, vice-presiCollegiate Press associations, of the best in the nation," by
tivity are, from left: Mr. I* H. Hargett,
dent
according to Mr. Don Feltner, NSYA.
president of the Hargett Construction,
co-ordfnator of public affairs,
According to standards of
who is director of Eastern's the national association, "the
rarely-given A-plus score means
student publications.
Hie NSYA, a national Journal- that a book is excellent to highism service whose headquarters ly excellent in all phases are at Memphis, Term., called editorial, pictorial, layout, dethe Milestone "an exceptional velopment, as well as displaying
yearbook . . . one of the few of staff ingenuity."
Editor of the 1964 Milestone
its caliber."
Patterson congratulated the was Kenneth R. Miller. Frankfort.
Associate editor was Miss
Milestone on its "thoroughness,
beautiful color, imaginativeness Sandra Nunneiey, Cynthlana,
of copy and pictures, and over- and chief student photographer
Construction began yester- Bennett, junior from aouis- ded and planted areas, and
, Covlngton.
was Michael
all excellence."
day just after ground-breaking vllle; secretary Betsy Stafford, > benches. Landscape architects
Lest year, the
Ashland; and and engineers are Miller, Wthry
campus at B3C Pres. senior from
^ grVWjS?trossiucr Rebert folar., saiSLr and Brooks ol Louisville!'
citations
i >*u*d OtMoers -of the
from Crown Point, Ind.
Flowers and shrubs, some of
Student Council and'Lexington
Dr. Martin told the studsnt them set in built-up "plantre • complete coverage book by Columbia SchMasttc
first contractor L. H. Hargett in leaders be would ask the Board ers", and "Islands" of grass,
of the school year, solid report- Press Association. A
UJrg, excellence in copy, layout, class honor rating was received turning 'the first spadefuls of of Regents to officially name will contrast with the overall
Sd photography, an "excep- last year from the Associated earth, on the site in front of the (38,000 project the "Stu- aggregate surface.
nal' honors presentation, College Press.
Existing trees, shrubs and
the Keen Johnson Student Un- dent Plaza."
The plaza, will be dominated sod! have been carefully removion Building.
by three flagpoles, two of them ed from the area where UniWithin sixty days — before 35 feet high and the central versity Drive will be relocated;
winter begins — the Hargett one 40 feet in height. In a all of these will be carefully
Construction Company of Lex- surface of exposed aggregate replanted by the College Mainconcrete, builders will set sod- tenance Department.
ington will widen and re-.1irect
—
University Drive, making
space for the plaza in the
area in • front of the Union
Two Eastern seniors spent training and the development Building and Case and Burnam
eight weeks at Yale University of skills which will be needed Halls. The Drive will become
this summer In the Peace In projected overseas Peace a semi-circle, instead of its
The following offices have Housing
10
projects. Coffey and present right angle at this corCorps's newly initiated Senior Corps
been moved from Burnam Financial Aids
10
Hake were in special training ner; new sidewalks to the three
Year Program.
Councilors
11
Hall to the basement and
Tom Coffey, from Louisville, for Urban Community De- buildings will lead from the
first floor.of the Roark Records
11
and Paul Hake, from Coving- velopment workers for Span- plaza.
Building. They are:
Assistant Dean of Women
ton, were in residence at Yale ish-speaking Latin AmericaRm.
11
Hake is majoring in Biology Student Officers Present
from June 28 until August 22
Student
officers
who
joined
Dean of Students
15 Directors-Residence Halls
for intensive summer training with a minor in chemistry at
in
this
morning's
ceremonies
11
Dean
of
Women
15
for college juniors who arc Eastern. He participated In
planning to Join the Peace the Men's Dorm Council, Bio- were Student Council president
Corps after graduation.
The logy Club, Glee Club, and as Vic Hellard, junior from-Versailles; vice-president Dave
(Continued On Page Six)
program emphasized language

Digging In

Student Plaza Construction
Begins After Ground-breaking

sidents of the men's dorms attended smokers and residents
of the women's dorms had pajama parties.
Sophomores
registered
Thursday, juniors and seniors
Friday and graduate students
will register tomorrow.
Attend Pep Rally
While upperclassmen were
registering freshmen attended
a pep rally, sponsored by
KYMA.
Thursday evening
was filled by a bermuda hop
and the annual Freshman Talent
Show,
sponsored
by
CWBNS and KIE.
Tomorrow should prove a
fun-packed day
with
Rat
Races on the track led by the
iWoman's Recreation Association and a Powder Puff football game led by Kappa Delta
Tau at the same place.
McGregor and Martin halls
will host open houses that
afternoon.
The .first activity of the year
for all students will be the
All-Campus Dance tomorrow
night from 8 to 12 p.m. in the
Student Union under the sponsorship of the Student Council.
All Richmond churches welcome students to attend their
Sunday services, and a picnic
in the Van Peursem Pavilion is
planned for Sunday, the last
day
before
classes
begin.
Freshmen are Invited to attend between 4 and 7 p.m.

Two Seniors Participate
In Peace Corps Program

Offices Relocated In Roark Bldg.

Freshmen Form Impressions Of Eastern Quickly
By MARY JANE MADDEN
Feature Editor
As with the beginning of
every new college year, cars
pulled Into Eastern from states
as far south as Florida, as far
west as Iowa, and as far north
as New Jersey and Massachusetts.
Some
carried
transfer
students, but the
majority .were
filled with
freshmen girls and boys who
seemed to have brought with
them every Item of their worldly possessions.
Amid the chaos of standing
In line for room assignments
and unpacking
the
tightly
wedged boxes and luggage
from their parent's care, the
younger set, namely the freshmen, were eagerly forming
their first and usually profound
impressions of Eastern.
As usual the girls were more
eager to express their newly
founded ideas. For example,

SIBRAVA

Phyllis Miles from Mason,
Ohio, managed to pant out that
the climate here is wonderful,
but that the climb to Sullivan
is terrible, as she carried her
suitcases up to her third floor
room. On the same floor Jane
Danehe from Maysville, Kentucky stopped long enough
from unpacking to say, "From
what I've seen ■ of Eastern so
far I like it. The kids at home
told me what a grand college
it is, so here I am,"
Yet further up on the fourth
floor Roberta Sibrava from the
state of New York sat down
for a few minutes with her parents. She remarked, "All the
upper classmen have been so
wonderful to me and my family." She smiled and continued, "I guess everyone wonders
why I came all the way down
here. Well, my guidance director, who had attended a rival college of Eastern, recom-

JEANNE STEWART
"Lout my Luggage"

mended it both financially and
academlcaly. I
know
that
I've never been away from
home for more than three
weeks. I think I'll be all right.
At least I hope so."
Meanwhile, on the male side
of the campus, the boys were
trying to stuff all of their
over-sized sweaters into the
same drawer. Tom Shetler,
end on the football team, from
Covington, Kentucky, remarked, "My Mom and Dad went
to Eastern and when I was offered a football scholarship I
naturally wanted to come.
With * shrug he added," "The
beanie is all right, but I could
do without it."
Still another out-of-stater
Dennis Mills
from Verona,
Ohio, has a different view of
the freshman beanie. "It's a
good
idea.
Freshmen can
know who the other freshmen
are, he says.

JANE DANEHE
t Like If

Registering Wednesday
Students flood the Alumni Coliseum floor
as freshmen start registering Wednesday.
Some stand in bewilderment, others ask
for help, and countless more stand in the

long slow-moving lines. Registration was
moved to the Coliseum this year due to
the renovation project now underway in
the Weaver Health Building.

Publications Hear Former Governor

Former Gov. Keen Johnson, Dorothy Janz discussed the Office of Public Affairs, re.
Progress style
Some of the newcomers from ed so friendly. At the other
article with the news- viewed the
co-editor
of the Richmond feature
distant states give their reason colleges I visited, they sort of
paper staff. Mrs. Betty Balke, manual with the campus reDaily Register, told Milestone administration assistant of the porters.
for coming to Eastern as; "I rejected me."
When some of the unpacking and Progress staff members
heard It is a good college." But
Ronnie Smith from Midway, was finished and the visiting Saturday that they have a
Massachusetts,
admits,
"I sessions began between new
came just to get away from acquaintances, some of the position of leadership on the
their campus and in the high schools
New
England." In a like southerners expressed
manner Beverly IWestman from impressions. Gayle Robertson of the country.
Lake wood, New York, says, "I from Charlottesville, Virginia,
The groups were on campus
came because I wanted to be In said, "Even though Eastern is
Indivldule
annual
a different section of the not as large as the University for their
country with its different at- of Virginia, I think it is simply workshops and heard the fortitudes and thoughts.
My beautiful."
mer governor at a combined
brother comes here and he sold
Andy Lorentzson from Nap- luncheon program.
He furme on the. Idea." As she les, Florida, says, "I am really
straightened her
somewhat impressed with the friendly at- ther told the group that they
lopsided beanie she suggested, mosphere of this
campus. were both at the pentacle of
"I hie is okay, I guess, but I Strangers meet you like they've' success, and warned them of
A total of 74 new faculty Phil Harris, both instructors.
wish they would think of some- known you all their lives." But the ease with which one can and staff members have been
BIOLOGY:
Harold
Dean
thing else."
another southerner Roger Ray- fall from a pentacle. "Luck," added for the 1964-65 academlo Webster, associate professor at
Johnson
said,
"Is
not
success,
Roy Page, football end from bould from Smyrna, Georgia,
year.
science education; Ronald Al>
Fredrick, Maryland, comments succumbs to the beanie idea. but, what happens when preAmong the new appoint- len deLanglade and William &
on Eastern's hospitality.
He "I think it's a fine tradition paration meets opportunity." ments, announced by President Broughton, both assistant prosays, "I came to Eastern be- and If you're told to wear
Robert R. 'Martin, are four de- fessors; and Victor Latrich, Hw
Yearbook Hears Ashley
cause when I visited the camstructor.
In ' separate meetings the partment heads.
(Continued On Page Six)
pus the football players seemBUSINESS: Vahe Baladounl,
The largest number of new
Milestone staff
heard
Mr.
Perry Ashley, from the UK teachers — 11 — was added Jerry Lee Harris, Robert L.
School of Journalism, speak on to the faculty of the Model Hungarland, Claude K. Smith,
the yearbook as a picture al- Laboratory School. The Busi- ! and Mrs. Mary Lou Taylor, alt
bum, a historical document, a ness Department will have nine | assistant professors; Mrs.
public relations piece, and a new members; English,' seven; ICoetta L Combs, Miss Jo Nell
ereasure. Mr. Harrell Brooks, and the Department of Educa- i Jones, Rayford Sullivan, and
of Foote A Davles Co. talked tlm and Psychology five new j R. Parker Cowing, all Instructors.
to th? staff concerning layouts faculty members each.
CHEMISTRY
nerald Loft?
and Mr. John Mullaney of OsThe school year officially bebcrne Photo L'ibs discussed gan for the* faculty Friday, Chaney. Instructor.
EDUCATION
AND
P8B
photography for the yearbook. when the Eastern staff reportCHOLOGY:
Dr. Richard
ed
for
a
series
of
meetings
and
Moore Addresneit Progress
and Dr. George E.
events during Faculty Day. 'Stevic
'■ lig. both assistant profoa.
At the same time the MileRegistration
began
Saturday
• Leitrhton Ernest Harrell.
stone staff was. being coached
in-service students. Full- . professor of psychology
in their field the Progress staff for
time
students
will
register
for
was learning of the role of the classes, this \Medneeday through family life education; Mil
Helen. I'-ulse Smith, and I
college newspaper from Dr. W.
Alan Barker, both associate
M. Moore, also from' the School Saturday.
1
professors. ,Claesers begin Sept. 21.
of Journalism at the University
The new appointments inENGLISH: Miss Ethel Garof Kentucky.
! ber and John Lesson, asefc)
Larry Pryor, of the Blue- clude:
Editl
ANTHROPOLOGY:
Lathel Itant professors; Mrs.
grass Bureau of the CourierI Williams, Mrs. Eve, Isaac
|. Journal, told what his exper- F. Duffield and Robert Varney Singleton, Charles C. Whlteon,
iences have taught him about Elam, both assistant profes- Robert P. Recktenwald, i
reporting the news.
From sors.
UAYLE ROBERTSON
VICRI ROfiDY
(CoatiMM OB rage Six)
ART: William M. Bayer, and
■ Eastern's own faculty Mrs.
"Simply Beautiful"
"Bert tor

Freshmen Instructors

74 New Faculty Members
Added For Fall Semester
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The Editors Pledge

Progress Tradition Means Many Things
Since 1922, when the name of
the Eastern student newspaper was
changed from "The Student," to the
"Eastern Progress," a tradition has
grown on our campus—"The Progress Tradition."
This tradition encompasses
many things — excellence, bipartisanship, journalistic freedom, and
responsibility.
The Progress is the weekly resuit of hours of work by staff memi
■_
i
_ J.
■
bers, layout men, machine operators,
and the editors: an extra-curricular
activity that often requires the sacrificing of time that might be spent
unwinding in the grill.
But, this self-denial that is a
part of assuming the responsibility
of serving the College community
with the finest student newspaper
possible seems worthwhile when indications of attaining much-strivedfor excellence are received. For
the past three years the Progress
has received top ratings from the
three journalism associations to
which we subscribe. This is one
sign of excellence, but much closer
to home is a more important barometer of quality—the speed with
which the Progress is snatched from
its distribution! points by its readers.

However, excellence is not automatic; it is not inherited by the
new staff from the old. It must be
renewed and maintained weekly in
a drive not to be contested with
laurels won, nor to be satisfied with
mediocrity.
Bipartisanship, both in? editorials and news stories, is a significant characteristic of the Progress Tradition. The college newspaper is not the sounding-board of
>i>t.
._J national
_.A;«_.I _.|:X:_. ... :. :A
state and
politics, nor is H
the duty of the college journalist to
tell the student how to vote. It is a
f>art of the responsibility of the colege daily, or weekly, to present
both sides of the political issue, in ant
objective manner, to assist the reader in making an intelligent choice.
This is not to say that the college newspaper's editorial page is
not the place for opinion. The editorial page was devised for the very
purpose of airing opinion-. The collegiate editor can praise or criticize
to his heart's content, but only after
making sure of his facts, and daterming the true significance of his
subject matter
Despite the rumors that circulate every year, the Progress enjoys
as much—if not more—journalistic

We'll Get Letters

Standards Set Fg£,Mail

g

One of the major problems facting the editoenaf any papa*, «wntef- pal or collegiate, is a lettters-to-theeditor policy. Through past exparience, the Progress has adopted the
following as its policy governing
letters:
1. Letters must be, limited to
approximately 150 words, or about
three-quarters of a double-spaced,
typewritten page. In) cases of letters of special merit this may be
waived.
2. All letters must be signed,
and no names will be withheld from
print. Names are verified in Progress filas to insure that the writer
is a student. Letters also may be

submitted* J»y.faulty members and
-aremnti
- W
3. Equal space will ba given.
letters supporting opposing candidatas in campus, stare, or national
elections. The Progress is a nonpartisan newspaper, politically.
4. No letters of condemnation
will be printed in cases that the condemned person, or situation, cannot
retaliate.
These policies are intended in
no way to discourage the writing of
letters. It is the hope of the editors that the letters column can become an open forum of student
opinion, but not the airing point of
patty personal grievances.

freedom thairi. a ny other student
newspaper inThe
n^he State. In fact,
our newspaper operates entirely
without
administration pressures,
which is true of relatively few college or university papers.
Last in the spectrum of the
Progress Tradition is responsibility,
a responsih-frfty fo the readers to
present accurate, w e I (-founded
news, and to give both sides of issues in question,. It is also the
heavier responsibility of adhering to
the American Tradition of freedom
of the press, which is fully as much
the rlfdt not to print at the right to
print.
ft h to these thing*—excellence,
bipartisanship, journalistic
freedom, responsibility — that the
1964-65 editors and staff pledge
themselves ... in the Progress Tradition.

Howdy, You All

Athletic Committee Ta kes Action
She Had 'Contacts"

On Trophies, Team Symbol

They Cared Enough
(ACP)—Miriam Hagy, literary editor of
"The Delaware Review," University of Delaware, Newark, says there's no longer any
doubt — both the administration and the maintenance department really care. The story:
The other night, when two of us were coming back from a joyous gathering, we stopped
off in Hull then Hall to get warmed up and
have a cigarette. When we walked out the
front door, a rather valualjje item, a contact
pped Out of the right eye and rolled off
iivlon,y
As we sat on the floor like a pair
of Hindu
1
yogas contemplating the eternal verttle* a
Janitor walked by and asked the forthright
tioi
question. When we explained the situation,
he 'went and got his coat and walked all the
way to the maintenance building to get a
flashlight.
Upon his return, we continued the search
while he sent after a broom. We decided that
getting closer to tbe floor would increase the
possibilities of seeing a reflection. As We lay
stretched out oh the floor a''door opened down
the hall and out stepped three very important
men, including the President of a certain university that ia near and dear to our hearts.
Again, we had to explain.
Upon hearing of our deplorable plight,
these three gentlemen most courteously joined
in the search (our heads carefully averted).
They stayed with us until the lens was found
in a most embarrassing place: namely, a coat
pocket where it had fallen after bouncing off
a button.
After exclamations of1 profuse gratitude,
we escaped to the outside, our hearts warmed
and our blood quickening In our veins.

Last month the Faculty Athletic
Committee took action on two issues, eliminating the exchange of
trophies between Eastern and any
other individual school, and adding
a new word to the Eastern's sports
vocabulary — "Colonels." The word
"Colonels" was adopted as a symbol for Eastern's athletic teems, not
intended in any way to replace the
traditional nickname of Maroons.
This action by the Committee
fulfills the wishes of many Eastern
students to have a symbol, or mascot, for the athletic teams that
could be visualised. Also, it did not
eliminate the traditional nickname
Maroons, which meant so meek to
so many people of long relationship
with EasternSeveral years ago there was a
student movement to have the nickname changed, or to at least 4d«/tk
an alternate nickname. Since there
were several groups, all sponsoring
different names for the teams, no
one nickname ever -gained enough

——

India 'Vacation'

Marvin Marcum's Experiment Is Successful

r

(Editor's Note: The following article is
written by Progress staff member Marvin
Marcum who spent the summer in India as
part of the Experiment in International Living. In a personal, narrative style, Marvin
tells about his experience.)
By MAKV1X MARCUM
Progress Staff Writer
Another summer has come and gone but
for me this past summer will, always be the
best summer of all. That Is because I was
able to participate in the annual summer program 'of the Experiment in International
Living. For eight weeks this summer I lived
in India with Indian families. The trip was
sponsored on campus by the Student Council
of Eastern, who matched funds with the Experiment to provide the necessary capital to
finance the trip.
Preparations began when I received word
that I had been selected to represent Eastern
as its Ambassador to India. My first concern
was to obtain my passport and the necessary
vaccinations. It was necessary to obtain II
vaccinations to meet the international requirements of the World Health Organization.
The Experiment required all the students
going abroad this summer to attend a five-day
orientation period in Putney, Vermont where
the national headquarters of the Experiment
are located. I left the Greater Cincinnati
Airport on Sunday July 5 and spent The evening in New York City.
Early Monday morning two chartered buses transported all of us
Experimenters from New York to Putney,
Vermont. The purpose of the five-days in
Vermont was to allow us time for concentrated
study on the history, culture, traditions, and
language of India. Resource people were also
'available to aid us in our preparatory studies
of India. Two Indians studying in Boston
made the trip to Putney and remained for two
days answering our many questions about
India, the way of living, and what we could
expect as students who would be living with
Indian families.
'
Branches Out
At Putney were some 180 students all going to different countries. WJe were divided
Into groups of ten with an experienced leader
In charge of each group. The group would
travel together the entire summer with the

exceptions of the homestays when we would
be living with different families, but in the
same town. Some of the countries to which
Experiment groups were going were: Greece,
Iran, Israel,
Egypt, Tanganika, Pakistan,
Turkey and India. There were six groups of
ten students going to India.
At the conclusions of those five days in
Putney all the groups departed on a chartered
Air-India Boeing 707 from Hartford, Conn.
Our first stop was London, where we had an
hours stop and were allowed to purchase post
cards to send home. Then to Athens. Greece,
where our first students left the plane. There
were two groups that lived in Greece. Our
next stop was in Teheran, Iran .where the
groups to Pakistan and Iran deplaned. The
groups to Israel, Egypt, Tanganyika and Turkey also left the plane In Athene. The other
six groups to India made the final lap of the
journey with our final destination being New
Delhi, India.
First Impression of India
Our arrival in New Delhi at midnight of
July 13 provided us with our first impression
of India;. The heat and humidity was overpowering even at midnight. All six groups
spent five more days in New Delhi for more
indoctrination, shopping and touring historical
monuments which included the Red Fort, Old
Delhi and the Kutub Minar. Ambassador and
Mrs. Chester Bowles invited us to the Embassy for tea one afternoon and the Ambassador spoke to us "off-the cuff for approximately two hours answering our questions on
India.
Our next stop was Agra. Four groups
traveled to Aga togther from New Delhi.
We were all impressed by the majestic beauty
of the Taj Mahal and we were fortuniate
enough to see the Taj both during the day and
then In the evening by moonlight. After two
days in Agra all our remaining four groups
began their independent trips to their first
homestay. My group of ten was evenly dtvlded with five boys and five girls, incluerve of
our leader who was a school teacher from New
York City. An eight-hour train ride took my
group to Jaipur, India where we were to have
our first homestay. All our host families were
at the station to claim their American "sens
and daughters."

For |6 days our group lived with our
Indian families as members of the family. At
Putney we had been cautioned that these would
be a "culture shock" when we found ourselves
in our new enviomment and that considerable
adaptation would be necessary. None of us
found this to be the case' as our families took
us in completely as a member of the family
and the Indian hospitality overwhelmed us
completely. The only adjustment that I had
to make was in regards to the food. My
family was vegetarian and as such our diet
included no meat or eggs.
Saying goodbye to our families after 16
days was the hardest part of the journey. It
is difficult to convey how close we became in
those few days. Never once did we think of
ourselves as nationals of either India or
America but rather, as fellow human beings
and citizens of the same world.
The next two weeks were filled with
travel as a group. Upon leaving Jaipur we
went to Mt. Abu which IB a hill station for
three days of relaxing. Ahmedabad was our
next stop where we also spent three days
visiting the textile mills, collegs and universities and places of historical interest. Our
stay m Bombay was dampened by heavy monsoon rains. It rained all day, every day that
we were there. One of our days there was a
day of general strike for the entire dry, sponsored by the Communist P*rty. .No one was
encouraged to venture on the streets for fear
of riots but being American students, we Insisted that we an had to have haircuts. A*
t happened, the rain seemed to dampen
the striking communists and while there were
demonstrations, there was no violence From
Bombay we went by tram to Aurangabad to
view the cave temples of Ellora aatfl Ajant*
with carvings and paintings dating from 200
B.C. to 608 AD By this time we were all
looking fomsri,<o eur second *
Poone, India, wte arrived there
on August 17 with our heat fs—
present at the train termmal
new famny members, ms fl
completely different from my I.
Again, for sixteen aays I way
a3r>uK
Jr.aunjitimis,
rrW |~
or cnerr ■
mnvee ura

Again, the sixteen days went much too
quickly and it was much more difficult saying.
good-bye this tinue_because our time was imminent.
All the groups then assembled In Bombay
to catch the flight home to New York City.
Our plane left Bombay the morning of September 5, flew to New Delhi to pick up other
groups and then made stops in Teheran, Iran;
Athens, Greece; and London, with other groups
joining the flight ae we had left them ehroote
to India.
We arrived at Kennedy International Sunday morning. Sept. 6. It was an enlightened
group due to our experiences of the summer.
We all had mixed emotions of sadness upon
having to leave our new friends that we had
made abroad but at the same time We were
anxious to get home to our families and schools
and share our experiences with our classmates.
Much Omitted
There are many interesting and entertaining tales Which I have omitted from this story
because of their .length and the necessity of
their being heard rather than read to gam full
appreciation. Therefore, I would like to say
that I will be avertable ail yes* M spas* to
any groups and campus clubs that otiffht be
interested In hearing about my SOpnm tn
India. For those of yon who weals llfee to
take part in the expert**** next iuwn.tr,
there will be a reprsftntsttve from the experiment on campus W» m the year wit*
all the necessary information fm mshiqg application.
The experiment's IfrWlSB-OM
fundamental Throng* living Kg
learn te know one
ferences and to dhkiover
Throsgh ttts expenses ,
a better unlerstsnamg
another way and view
undemanding and a

support to warrant serious censideration.
Still, this movement did point
out tha desire among the student
body for something new to cheer
about, or for.
While the
Faculty Athletic
Committee did npt intend for Colonels to replace Maroons es a nickname it is inevitable that it will fee

i
The decision created quite a
stir on campus, with .all comment
predominantly favtorabte.
several
students have remarked that someone dressed as a Colonel at ball
game* would add a lot of spirit. Perhaps KYMA could check about tha
possibility.
The epndftion of having fwo
nicknames that will probably develop is not rare. In oor own conference there are two teams with
dual names. Murray is either the
Racers or Thoroughbreds, and East
Tennessee goes by lues or Pirates,
sometimes even the Corsair*.
As for originality, Colonels Is
just about as well as we could do.
It has a definite connection with
Kentucky, -end Only one other school,
Centre, has Colonels for a nlickname.
Even Maroons is not entirely our
own. with Mississippi State athletic
squads also going by that title.
Pee definite result of the edoption of a new symbol will be that
same of our spiritless students can*
no longer say, "How can you get enthused oboe? Maroons, something

\s -

.

you ean't s*e."
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Milestone Photos Set Clubs That Witt Serve
Milestone portraits will be made in room 202 of the Student
Union Building:, September 28 through October 14 during the
hours of 12:00 noon to 5:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Pictures will be made according to the following schedule:
Monday, Sept. 28 Freshmen A-G
Tuesday, Sept. 28 Freshmen H-K
Wednesday, Sept. 30 Freshmen L-P
Thursday, Oct. 1 Freshmen Q-Z
Monday, Oct. 6 Sophomores A-H
Tuesday, Oct. 6 Sophomores I-O
Wednesday, Oct. 7 Sophomores P-Z and Junior A-E
Thursday, Oct. 8 Juniors F-M
Friday, ■ Oct., 9 Juniors N-Z
Mojsd»y, Oct. 12 Seniors A-G
Tuesday, Oct. 13 Seniors H-P
Wednesday, Oct. 14 Seniors Q-Z

—

'
'i

Home Ec. Dept. Offers
Life Education
Eastern's
Department of I ment and family relations at
Home Economics will Introduce Indiana State College.
a family life education proHe is a member of numergram this fall, taught by Mr. ous professional organizations,
Leighton Ernest. Harrell, Jr.
including: the National Counon Family Relations;.
Thi* program is designed to cil
promote family life and will American Personnel and Guiinclude, a study of the chang- dance Association; an associing-rote of the father in the ate member, Division of Counseling Psychology, American
home,,.
A candidate for the Ph.D. Psychological Association and
associate - in - training,
from.Michigan State Universi- an
ty, Mr. -Harrell' Joins the fac- American Association of Marulty as professor of psychology riage Counselors.
Plans are underway for a
and family life education.' In
this capacity, Harrell will semester affilation at Merrellteach courses in the depart- Palmer Institute of Human Dement of education, psychology, velopment and Family Life in
Detroit,
Michigan.
If aprhome economics. He will
r o v e d 'second semester
the' first man to teach on pjuniors,
and first or second
the, home economics faculty.
semester seniors with a B or
MerrUI-PsJmer Grad
better average will be eligible
Mr. Harrell, is a graduate of for this program.
tie" Rerrjll-Pajmer Institute of
Increasing Opportunities
Human Development and FamAccording to Miss Mildred
ily Lite. He holds the A.B. I. Turney, head of the home
from the University of Mary- economics department, "Men in
land and the B.D. from Duke sociology and psychology have
University Divinity School.
found increasing opportunities
A native of Virginia. Harrell in home economics to apply
has served as a minister in their field of knowledge."
both the Virginia artd Michigan
"The failure of the family
Sooferences of the Methodist to keep pace with rapid adChurch; has been a counselor vances in science and techat Michigan State University: nology which affect the family,
has served as an intern psy- has given emphasis to educaCRptogis.t at the'Merrill-Palmer tion for marriage and family
Instffiite, and was an associ- living in the field of home ecoate professor of child develop- nomics."
/ ■—i—:

«'.">'ijte

%
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Smart Sfof*
College and Career
Richmond, Ky.

N. Second St.
■■!..-

thru Tues.
nW&DISON, Now!
(EXCEPT SUNDAY)
JACK LEMMON - ftOMY SCHNEIDER

"Go*. Neighbor Sam"

Have Already Started
By PAM SMITH
Clubs Bdttor
WELCOME returning students, transfers and. especially,
freshmen. Frosh, this first year Is going to be perhaps the
most Important one of your college career. Beat of luck to
you.'
This week you have seen some very busy upperclassmen on
campus wearing guide ribbons. They have tried to assist you
in becoming more acquainted and happy In your new home at
Eastern. These outstanding students have represented the
various service organisations on campus. We wish to thank j
these school-spirited students who gave up some of their vacation. Among the service organisations who have worked so
hard are: Circle K, Collegiate Psntacle. OWENS. Kappa Delta
Tau. KIE, KYMA, Men's Interdorm Council, OAKS, Pershlag
Rifles, Sigma Chi Delta, Student Council, Women's Interdorm
Council, YMCA and YWCA.
College is far from being just books and study. Club activities are fun, they enable you to meet and make new friends,
and they are an integral part of life here at big "K" Freshmen should select a few clubs wisely, then throw ail their pep
and spirit into making their chosen clubs the best of their kind
on campus.
Purposes Vary
The Accounting Club Is hpotenannies and other activiunder the leadership of presi- ties that c«n make life at coldent Richard A. Laughlin and lege so fun—filled. Circle K.
sponsor Mr. A. G. Mcllvalne, a men's organization affiliated
International,
while the Agriculture Club has with Kiwanis
Jim Smith as pweirttmc and
Floyd Lanham as president and
Jackson Taylor as sponsor.
Mr. J. W. Stocker and Mr.
Delta Tau is a women's
Jackson Taylor as sponsors.
service
organization
with
Alpha Zeta Kappa is a dePaula
Bunton.
president, and
bate club with Joe Dunn presiding and' Mrs. Almee Alex- Miss Janet Hibbard. sponsor
ander sponsoring. History and and baa its male counterpart
Social Science majors will be la Sigma Chi Delta with Jay
interested in the Behavioral Roberts as president and Mr.
Science Symposium which has Joe M Johnson as sponsor.
Carl Fogliane as president.
Biology and pre-med majors
KYM A * totern> pep club
may enjoy the Biology Club
is led by Sharon Denes and
led by Eugene A. Fuzy and
»»Wd by Mr. «V. T. Mcsponsored by Mr. Robert La_end Mr William Shaw.
rance, and the Caduceus Club
e TMCA is led hy Mickey
under Sam Irwln and Mr. M.
Tatum and sponsored by Mr.
J. Cox.
English majora who enjoy Bently Hilton and Mr. Fred
writing will like the Canter- Tanner. The YWCA Is sponbury Club, which publishes sored by Dr. Margaret An,"Belles Lettres" once a year. keney.
Freshmen are often homeIt is under the leadership of
Diane Crawford, president, and sick their first year of school
Mr. Philip Mankin and Dr. and the county clubs ewsMn
them to keep in touch wit* the
Byno Rhodes, sponsors.
The Home Economics club students from their hoi
for girls is led by Cheryl Boyd-Greenup County is 1*4
Buis and Miss Evelyn Slater, Mike Robinson and
sponsor. The Industrial Arts by Mr. Phillip V. B
Club is led by Bobby Dean County has Jack Alien as
Mrs.
Daisy
Morrison, president, and Mr. president and
French as sponsor.
Fayet*e
Dale Patrick, sponsor.
Pi Omega Pi is an organisa- County is led by Jlwmie Jones
tion for business majora with and sponsored by Mr. Ben
Richard E. Allan
Carolyn Brown *B president Hilton.
and Miss Margaret Moberly as president and Mr. Carl W»
sponsor. Mary Thomas and U sponsor of the Floyd
Mr A. D. Brackett are presi- Club.
dent and sponsor, respectively,
Franklin »e*l
of the Poiymathologis^s. Slgm.i
Franklin Goi
Tau PI Is the commerce club
and is led by Ray Herbert, sponsors — Mrs
president and Mr. Fred Engle, tin, Dr. Clyde Orr, and Mr.
sponsor. The Student NEA, John Vickern — and is fed by
for students
Interested in BiU Jones. Linda Yount is
teaching (nearly all of us), is president of Henry County
presided over by Sharon Les- Club and Miss Agnes Bratlee
County
son and sponsored by Mr. T. is sponsor. Laurel
L. Arterberry and Mrs. Mamie Club is led by ESdon Depew
and sponsored by Mr. Jackson
W.' Seott
-—«,.J Taylor. Gary ~
dent and Willis
Some Honor
The honorary eiubs are. the George Brown sponsors of the
ones ifi which, all students Pike County Club.
Pulaski County Club Is led
should aspire, for the good
grades 'you earn will convince by Mary Chaney and sponsored
by
Mr. Donald Haney and Mr.
future employers that you are
really Interested in your work. Don Shaapan. Shelby County
The two sophomore honoraries has Eddie Smith as president
are CWENS, for women, and and Mr. Charles Mclntyre as
KIE, for men. CWEJNS' presi- sponsor. Lou Rose is president
dent is Bonnie Lemaster and of Woodford .County and Dr.
is sponsored by Dean Evelyn Charles Ross is sponsor. .
Bradley, while KIE's president
Be Physically fit
is Douglas Arnett, and it Is
Athletic events play a large
sponsored by Dr. Quentln Keen.
Sart
in
campus life.
with
Collegiate Pentacle, led by
Betty Peyton, president, and ie recent emphasis on physiMiss Pat Allison, sponsor, la cal well-being, sports and exthe women's senior honorary, ercise are becoming more imand OAKS, led by Ronald Cos- portant. Drum and Sandal is
by, president, and Mr. Don an organization .devoted to
Henrickaon, sponsor, is the dancing, especially modern Interpretive dancing, para I/>wmen's senior honorary.
Alpha Psi Omega, drama ry is president and Mrs. VirThe
honorary, has Marda Helton ginia Jinks is sponsor.
Hooper as president and Mr. '"E" club is presided over by
Jerry
Sanders
and
sponsored
Joe Johnson as sponsor. Beverly Keith presides over Kappa by Mr. John Vickers.
Co-eds who are talented with
Delta PI, the education honorary, and Dr. Joseph Howard synchronized swimming may
is sponsor.
The music hon- wish to join Kappa Kappa Sigorary is Sigma Chi Mu and Is ma. Mary Nash Ginn is presipresided over by Shelly Saun- dent and Miss Dorothy KirkPhysical
ders and sponsored by Mrs. patrick is sponsor.
education majors are usually
Laura Ballard..
Inteersted in PEMM.
James
Siudley Is president and Mr.
Clubs Serve
The service clubs contribute ick Adams Is sponsor. Pam
more as a group to the social Oliver is president of WRA and
life at big "E" than any other Miss Dorothy Kirkpatrick is
group. They are the groups sponsor.
that sponsor dances, sock hops.

In Color!

SPEW ONE DAY ONLY!

EASTERN
ppl'/r -IH Mcvjr

ON THE STAGE! IN PERSON!

"Or, Jekyl end His Weird Show

" jwrniiKaaw^-nesprBH"

ESDAY And THURSDAY!

MtRACLEOF
MIMISHERE!

w

t

Phone 62S-2758

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SEPT. 18 £ 19
TRIPLE FEATURE
Anthony Quinn, Academy
Award Winner—in

"THE RIDE BACK"
ALSO

"CAPTAIN SINiAD"
Guy Williams —
Technicolor!
— AND —

"RIDER ON A DEAD

tjeasi,E"

John Vlvyan, Bruce Gordon
Gold Gred, a Goldskinned
Beauty!
ATHEATROFILM

PLAYIsTG

SUN.. MON. • TUES.

tartly is p*1ormtd on Broadway....
2 ltys-4 Pprformances only -Sept 23,24
AT $fM. Ami « P.M. DAILY—AJLtfiATS $2.00
• 4itM ItefcftsNOW or |,p»»fic#!—

SEPT. as - 21 - tt
Elvis Feudln'—Elvis Lovln'
—Elvis 8wlsurb'

"KISSIN* COUSINS"
with Elvis Presley and
Pam Austin—Panovislon
and Metrocolor!

THE LOUISE SHOP
Welcome Freshmen
,'t
■

■

i

•■!•"*-

'

See ntir Collection
of

COLOR FLAIR
As you see when you look at pur
coordinated colors, fashion has
become a vary personal afffjr,
and color from the skin out is the
new way to dress.

• gowns
• panties
Dawn pink, heaven blue, honey

sucjde beige, jcegreen, black,

white.

Eastern's Little Theater has
Mr. Joe M. Johnson as sponsor
and Lea Scott as president
All students interestes to aju
aspect of drama should 1<
into this. And the
ucation Na "
led by Jay Harris and
Harold E. Robinson, should interest musjc ■fajors.

p^tlc#r%ling

people may
the Young Republicans,' l
William Brockman and sponsored by Mr. Fred Engle. Students on the other side of ujje
fence can join the Young Democrats Club with He president
Ben Kaufman and sponsor Dr.
Joseph Howard.
Those inteersted in international politics should talk to
Tom Coffey, president of the
COTJN. Its sponsor is Mr. ije
Jin Kim. The Polity Sociey
is led by Larry S. Perkins and
Mr. Allen Ragan.
The ROTC department has
three organisations. The Association of the TLB- Army Is
led by Mike Stull and is sponsored by Major Holiday. The
Pershing Rifles has Joe Purslfull as its president and Capt
John R. Pipkin as a '
£»un* Cense* to School
Church life should be an important part of every student's
life There is the Saptist Student Union, the Dlacfples Student Fellowship, the Episcoj
Canterbury Club, the
Foundation, the Want
Fellowship and the Ni
Club.

rt
ASK ABOUT THE LOUISE SHOP'S SPECIAL STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS ANP QUR
CHECK CASHING SERVICE.
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Maroons Open Card Tomorrow
With Austin Peay In Clarksville

FRIDAY, SEPT. 18. 1964

Leading The Maroons

1963 Conference'Tail-Enders'
Attracting Much Attention

When the Maroon footballers take the field this Saturday
at Clarksville, Tennessee, not only will they be starting a new
season, but a new era in Eastern football, as well.
With a new head coach, four new assistants, and a promising team, Eastern intends to build a "football powerhouse."
The Maroons, headed by Coach Roy Kidd, are expected to
have a very "satisfying" season. Right now it looks as If the
season will be a very satisfying one, indeed, if the Maroons can
escape mistakes and injury.
Kidd. truly a dedicated coach, has pledged a 100 percent
effort from himself, his coaching staff, and his players. He
said "I can assure you that I and my coaching staff will give
a hard and honest effort to produce represenative teams for
Eastern."
Here's a rundown on the players that are expected to see
the most action.
ENDS: Although this position has four returning lettermen in Richard Carr, Buddy Pfaadt, Jack Schulute, and Wendell IWheeler, Kidd lists it as one of the weakest positions *on the
team. "Four lettermen cannot carry the end position,' Kidd
said, "especially when they all can't go both ways." It loons
as If Schulute and Carr will open against Austin Peay.
TACKLES: Only four men manned this position in spring
drills, giving Kidd one of his biggest worries. But, with these
good lettermen in Lindsey Able, Roy Evans, and Doug Hamilton and an able transfer in Mike Angelo, it shouldl be sound,
barring injury. Able and Hamilton have the nod, but Evans
will replace Able on defense.
GUARDS: Todd Reynolds and Ron DeVingo, who recently
moved Roacoe Perkins out of a starting berth, are expected to
get the starting nod. Perkins will certainly see a lot of action
on both offense and defense.

Here's the Eastern football coaching staff
that will guide the Maroons their ninegame 1964 schedule. They are, from left:
Carl Oakley, offensive line coach; Jim

Long, graduate assistant; Roy Kidd, head
coach; Joe Blankenship, student assistant;
Bill Shannon, defensive coach, and Don
Daly, backfield coach.

Never has there been as forced by several able transDupes has made no secmuch attention focused on a fers.
game between the teams that ret of the fact that he expects
finished at the end of the Ohio to win Austin Peay's first OVC
Valley Conference race the game this season.
Coach Kidd expressed conprevious year, and are picked
to' wind up there again as Is cern this week over a spirit"The
on the tussle between the East- less practice Monday.
ern Maroons and the Austin players Just weren't alert," he
Peay Governors' in Clarksville said, "and we're ' making too
many mental mistakes for a
tomorrow night.
Eastern finished seventh in time this close to a game."
Maroon defense, featurthe loop last year with a 1-6 ingThe
a "monster," roaming lineconference record, while Austin Peay was eighth with an backer, will be keyed to stop
the antics of senior quarter0-7 worksheet.
back Carlton Flatt, and the
Even though the Maroons running of sophomore fullback
and Governors have been pre- John Ogles. Two 6-5 transfer
dicted as repeat performers as ends, Tommy Dill&rd and Bonconference whipping-boys this nie Parsons, will- fie targets- for
fall, both are unknown quanti- the Maroons pass defense.
ties that could greatly influWon Them All
ence the OVC race this fall.
Although the Colonels have
New OMense
beaten Austin Peay in every
The Maroons start the sea- tilt of the five-game series,
son with new head coach Roy none of the scores have been
Kidd and a flip-flop offense, overwhelming. The worst beateach with an impressive re- ings were a pair of 21*T deIn
cord. Kidd was
Kentucky cisions in 1959 and 1961.
"High School Coach of the 1962, when the Maroons shared
the
loop
title,
they
barely
esYear," in 1961, culminating a
brilliant
coaching career at caped disaster in gaining a 14Richmond Madison, and the 7 win.
Kidd expects a real fight in
flip- flop was utilized by Texas
in
capturing the national
championship last season.
Austin Peay, in its second
year under Bill Dupes, will be
fielding a young team again
this season, but last year's outstanding freshman crop has exper.c.-.cc now, and are rein-

his first game as head coach,
"We have a younger team than
Austin Peay," he said. The
Maroons have only 17 lettermen, the Govs have 22. "IB
fact," Kidd added, "I can't
really see how anyone could
pick us as the favorite."
Starting
. Starting for the Maroons la
the line will be: ends Richard
Carr, 6-1, 205 pounds, and Jack
Schulte, 6-3, 222, both seniors;
tackles Undsey Able, 6-3, 386,
and Doug Hamilton, 6-3, 215,
both seniors; guards Todd Reynolds, a 5-10, 200, senior, and
Ron DeVingo, a 5-10, 220,
freshman, and the center will
be Dennis Bradford, a 5-11,
400 pound Junior.
The backfield will have Fred,
Malins, 6-1, 205, Junior, at thel
tailback position; freshman Sail!
Verini, 5-10, 175, fershman, atr
wingback; Pete Still, 5-10, 195,
sophomore at fullback, and
Larry Marmie, 6-1, 190, Junior,
at quarterback.
The Maroons leave Richmond
Friday morning by bus for
Clarksville, and will return
Sunday.
Their
Clarksville
headquarters wil be the Cumberland Motel.

Committee Ditches
Trophies; Adds Colonels

The Eastern athletic com- by the ruling is the "Hawg
mittee last month adopted a Rifle" with Morehead.
The
committee
instructed
policy that prohibits the exchange of trophies between its Athletic Director Glenn PresCENTERS: Dennis Bradford and Dave Grim probably give
who is an ex-officlo memathletic teams and teams of nell;
Kidd the finest pair of centers in the conference. Both are exber, to inform athletic direcother
institutions.
cellent "two-way" players. Bradford will be starting in Saturtors of institutions with which
Basis of the new policy, agreements exist of the policy.
day's game.
drafted in the form of a rethe resolution, the athleHALFBACKS: Fred Malins will be starting tailback,
solution by the 11-member ticIncommittee
stated its responbacked up by Aaron Marsh, an impressive freshman. Wingcommittee, is that "such poli- sibility for maintaining balback Sal Verini will be backed up by sophomore Mike Smith.
cies contribute to unwholesome ance in athletic programs in
attitudes and practices conFULLBACKS: Pete Still, who was shifted from halfback
'
trary to the best interest of three areas:
to fullback last week, will open at fullback. Herbie Conley was
1. With respect to and as a
the
academic
program."
switched to roving linebacker last week. Freshmen Bob Wester
The committee also adopted complement to the academic
and Lowell Flanary are slated to see plenty of action.
the symbol, "Colonels," as the program of the institution. '
QUARTERBACKS: This is the shallowest position on the
college's official trademark for
2. Among the various inteam with only one returning letterman, Larry Marmie, thirdits athletic teams. Eastern's tercollegiate and
intra-mural
"teams
hove
been
called
the
team All-OVC performer as a freshman in 1962. Marmie had
program on the campus. ••
Maroons and there has been no
an off-season last year, but he is regaining his rookie form.
3. Among the various InMarmie recently regained the starting position from Gene Van
mascot, or symbol for its
backfield coach. Third row: Ronnie Mlnnlx, Chuck Sleman,
Here's" the 1964 Eastern football team that will carry the
stitutions with which athleUo
Hrtose in the first full-scale scrimmage. 'Freshman red-shirt
teams.
Curtis
Ray,
Richard
Babyak,
Mike
Angelo,
Dave
Grim,
Doug
Maroon and White on the playing field this fall. They are,
Floyd Hatfield needs experience and will get it this fall.
For publicity purposes, the contests are enjoined.
Hamilton, Lindsey Able, Roy Evans, Roscoe Perkins, Dave
from left, front row: Gary Stookey, Tommy Shetler Ted
President Martin said, that
Kentucky Colonel will be symAustin Peay, who lost only three lettermen from 1963, has
Neff, John Shields, Charles Oreskovic, Buddy Pfaadt, Roy
Holcomb, Mike Smith, Fred Malins, Pete Still, Sal Venni,
bolic of its teams, but the of- he was in complete ipgnM
their entire backfield returning this season. Carolton Flatt,
Kidd, head coach, and Bill Shannon, defensive coach. Back
Albert Jordan, Aaron Marsh, Eugene Bradley, Mike Hansquarterback; Tim Chilcutt and Arnold Huskey, halfbacks; and
ficial nickname will continue, with the resolution.
row: Joe Blankenship, studcr.L assistant coach; Coy Pigman,
forth, Floyd Hatfield, Ron DeVingo, and Phillip Hines.
John Ogles make up the Austin Peaybackfield. End Claude
mr, ger; Skipper Martin ir..vinger* Jim TTachsel, trainer;
to DelfJle Maroons.
Second row: Miller Arritt, Bobby Bradley, Roger Butler
athletic program at
Clements, tackle Bd Bunio and guard Wylie Vickey will spearLercy Mullins, tralnc•; Roger Prall, Jim Ratliff, Larry
. The executive oomroiUee of But
Ronnie House, Dennis Bradford, Richard Sivulich. Todd
we are not
Marmie, Gene Van H -.we, Jack Schulte, Wendell Wheeler,
head the line.
the Eastern Alumni Associa- undue intense rivalries wKh the
Reynolds, Paul Hout, John Johnson, Robert Wester, Lowell
James Guice, Ed Kidd, manager; Pleas Jones, manager;
tion endorsed the symbol last other members of our conferFlanery Herbie Conley, Jim Conard, Gerald Gill, Ronnie
Dick Conway, bciaar, and Jim Long, graduate assistant
week at its summer meeting. ence.
Czycyk, Carl Oakley, offensive line coach, and Don Daly,
coach.
The resolution prohibiting
"The new policy concerning
the exchange of trophies stated athletics,"
he added, "to, In ft
that "policies of agreements sense, an effort
advance UM
with individual
Institutions quality of our toinstitution
by
which tend to give unusual re- keeping athletics in balance
cognition to specific contests and In the proper perspective."
or eyen Is through the awardEastern's
Maroons begin Maroon nine, and hit over .300 named to the All-Marine Corps they hav:; three children.
Shannon, one of the State's ing of trophies utilised as symHe first team, . \iile playing for
their 1964 sesson tomorow four consecutive seasons.
the
quantlco
Marines.
most
successful
high
school
was
president
of
the
Varsity
bols of winning^ seemed connight with an almost all-new,
After coaching for two years coaches, -will serve on-Kidd's trary to the "desired" mainten"E" Club "his senior year. "
all-Eastern coaching staff.
ATTENTION WOUUMW5
However, Kidd's series of ac- at Roosevelt H'.T'I School, Day- staff as defensive coach, work- ance of balance.
Head coach Roy Kidd and
CHEERLEADERS
ton,
Ohio,
he
ioturned
to
his
ing
primarily
with
the
Eastern
"Therefore
the
athletic
combackfield coach Don Daly are complishments in the Ken- alma-mater in 1"60. Daly lint.
The deadline for cheerthe only ones that were on last tucky high school coaching served as head . ack coach
hereby resolves that
leader applications, to 11
In five seasons at Dixie mittee
any agreements between Eastyear's staff and graduate as- ranks almost overshadow his
p.m.
Sunday, Sept.
20.
1962-64 and his thinclads Heights in South Fort Mit- ern and a single. opponent to
sistant Jim Long is the only impressive playing record. In from
Applications for the tryouta,
excellent
records chell, this 1948 Eastern gra- award or transfer possession of
1956, after serving for a year compiled
non-Eastern product.
which will be held Wednesof the Souths top duate compiled a 47-5-2 won- a trophy to the winning team
The rest of the staff is Carl as assistant basketball and against some
day Sept. 23 at 6:30 p.m. In.
Coach Daly Is married lost record In gaining for his are prohibited."
Oakley, offensive line coach, head ^taseball coach at Madi- teams.
Hanger Stadium, must be
former Phyllis Kinzer, team the distinction as the
Bill Shannon, defensive line son Central High School, Kidd to the
It also stated that any exturned into Box 212 Mcthey have two children.
power 'Of Northern Kentucky.
coach and Joe Blankenship, moved across town and became and
isting
arrangements
of
this
Gregor
Hall.
One of four new members of Shannon served as head basgraduate assistant coach.
head football coach at Rich- the
ketball and assistant football nature "shall be terminated
Maroon
coaching
staff,
Applicants
should meet In
mond
Madison.
A former Eastern Little AllOakley, has played and or coach there from 1960 to 1955, and permanent possession of McGregor Hall recreation
Amerlcan, with a brilliant reThe young coach built Rich- coached wKh Coach Kidd for when he became head grid the trophy be given to the inroom promptly at 5 pjn.,
cord both as a player and mond Madison into one of the most of his life.
stitution with which the agreecoach.
Monday Sept. 21, and Tuescoach, Kidd is beginning his powers of Kentucky prep footment was made."
Oakley
and
Kidd
played
four
He
represented
a
sporting
day Sept. 22 for practice
first season as head football ball. In six seasons, 1956-61, years of high school football goods company from 1968 to
The only Inter-school trophy
coach at his alma mater. After Kidd's Madison teams compiled at Corbin. Oakley was an all- 1963, when he returned to his exchange presently nullified sessions.
spending the 1962 season as a a 54-10-1 record. Kidd was
tackle with the Red- Dixie Heights coaching job.
backfield coach at Morehead selected Kentucky High School star
hounds. He also co-captained
A distinguished war veteran,
State College, Kidd returned "Coach-of-the-Year" in 1961.
the 1953 Maroon team along Shannon flew 34 missions over
to Eastern to assume his duties
The 32 year-old Kidd is mar- with Kidd. Oakley spent the Germany during World War n,
as backfield coach.
ried to the former Susan Pur- 1954-55 season as an Eastern
a
bombardier. He was
Upon the* resign: Uon c* t«il t>r Richmond. They have graduate assistant coach with as
awarded the Distinguished FlyGlenn Presnell last November, three children.
Kidd.
ing Cross, the Air Medal with
Kidd was named head football
He then spent two years as five oak clusters, and the PurDaly Begun FVth Year
coach. The announcement of
Hi the Marine ple Heart.
Daly, one of the Maroon's all a lieutenant
his appointment was made
before beginning a brilA native of (Danville, he is
November 20, the day after time great halfbacks. Is be- Corps
high school coaching ca- married to the former Mary
Presnell, Kidd's coach 10 years ginning his fifth year as a liant
reer.
He
was
an
assistant
Peters,
also of Danville.
earlier, had resigned to become backfield coach at his alma coach at Corbin in 1957, and
The coaching staff Is roundathletic director.
mater.
.
1958 he became head coach ed out by student assistant Joe
He was an All-Star at in
High School Star
at London. He then returned Blankenship and graduate aide
Kidd was an all-around ath- Holmes High School and prac- to Corbin for two more years Long.
Blankenship was a
lete at Corbln, earning All- tically
rewrote the record as an assistant, before becom- guard last fall, and Injury
State honors in football and books while performing for the ing head coach in 1961.
sidelined him this fall. He
basketball. He established a Maroons. As a freshman, he
In 1962 and 1963 Oakley works in the line and with
dozen records as a quarterback began his climb to stardom, served as offensive line coach placement kickers.
of the Maroons. ~ Five of his when he went off tackle, late at Morehead. He resigned his
Long attended University of
marks still stand: (1) total of- in a game with Morehead, and Morehead position and joined Miami, O., and is concerned
fense for one season, (2) most scampered 97 yards for the Kidd's staff in February.
with the ends, primarily, but
touchdown passes thrown in lone touchdown of the game.
Coach Oakley is married to also does work with the rest
one season, (3) most passes at- He was selected captain of the the former Opal Sparks, and of the line.
tempted Ih a single game, (4) All-OVC team that year. He
most touchdown passes thrown held the 100-yard dash title
in a single game, and (5) most until 1963 when two of his
passes intercepted in a single track students broke his 9.8
mark with 9.7 timings.
game.
Daly graduated from EastHe earned four varsity letWELCOME STUDENTS AND FACULTY
ters In both football and base- ern In 1966, and served two
ball at Eastern.
He was a years In the Marine Corps as
the a Lieutenant In 1956, he was
star
centerfielder
on
TO RICHMOND
■

1964 Eastern Maroons

Almost-New All-Eastern Coaching Staff Leads Team

THE (^(fce. BLAZER

—classically right—on or off campus!
Most likely to succeed sportcoat style oh any campus—so popular
K*« almost the standard col log* "uniform"—definitely Ivy League
for frosh or grad. In navy blue or black—and Its famous-for-value label
tails you If s your best-buy at such a modest pricel
SEE OUR WIDE SELECTION OF SLACKS
-PERFECT FOR WEAR WITH BLAZERS.

The College Special
MAKING YOUR COLLEGE PLANS COMPLETE

lf.9 5

29*

The Home of the Famous 15c Hamburger,

ELDER'S
RICHMOND'S FAMILY STORE
SINCE 1893
— "ii

mmmm

VISIT
BURGER BROIL
French Fries and Shakes.
P

Broiling makes the difference.
SHANNON JOHNSON
New Wallace Bldg.
W. Irvine Street

623-4748
623-6270

West Main Street

>

Richmond, Ky.
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DIXIE

Heads Of Four

DRY CLEANERS
Where your clothes receive that
personal touch that only long
experience can give.
Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT.
We Guarantee To Please
240 S. SECOND

PHONE 623-1368

WELCOME
STUDENTS
Name Brand Merchandise
LESS Than REGULAR Price

KESSLER'S
(RICHMOND'S ONLY CUT RATE JEWELRY)
NEXT TO BESLEY DRUG

Four new department heads
were appointed this summer
for the 1964-65 academic year
at Eastern.
They are: Dr. J. Hunter
Peak, foreign languages; Dr.
Ted M. George, physics; Dr.
Alien E. Clingman. music, a«d
Col. Everett N. Smith, military
science.
They are among 74 new
faculty and staff members.
Joining the Department of
Foreign Language as professor
of French. Dr. Peak is a graduate
of
Hampden-Sydney
College in Virginia and holda
the M. S. and Ph.D. degrees
from the University of North
Carolina.
He served as an assistant
professor of Spanish at the
University of Kentucky and
has taught at the University
of North Carolina and Davidson College. He has spent
three years in Peru and Argentina with the State Department.
Nashville Native
Dr. George, a native of
Nashville. Tenn., holds the
B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees
from Vanderbilt University.
He succeeds Dr. J. G. Black,
who retired as department head
at the end of the summer to
devote full time to teaching as

Departments Appointed

professor
of
physics.
Dr.. yllle, S.C., and at Murray State i ern from the University of
Black has served as head of, College
| British Columbia, where he
the department since 1947.
A member of Phi Beta Kap- served In both the College of
Dr. George has served as an pa. he is an associate member Education and the Department
assistant professor of physics of Signn. Phi.
of Music.
at Furman University, GreenDr. Clingman comes to East-! A native of Newton, Iowa,

FOUR NEW DEPARTMENT HEADS
President Martin welcomes' the four
department heads named this summer
ing Faculty Day last Friday. They are.

. . .
new
durfrom

left: Dr. Allen E. Clingman, music; Dr. Ted
George, physics; President Martin; Dr.
Hunter J. Peak, foreign language, and
Colonel Everett smith, military science.

t-

Golden Rule Cafe

It's Not Really Bad

"for fashion

about them before.
mer romance has cooled in the
By JIM KCilWKISS
Conversation Lags
eight weeks you've been away.
Progress Guest Writer
The next day you. call you.r It's a big let down.
Some
You waved and smiled as girl or boy friend. It's surpris- romance! Maybe college wasn't
your parents got into their car ing how the conversation begins so bad after all.
and drove away. You are only to drag after only a few minThe story is the same everyone of thousands of college utes. It seems that great sum- where you go. Everything and
freshmen who have waved
good-bye to your parents, and
maybe you have never been
away from home before. What
happens now?
Your first week in college
is a very busy one. Meeting
new roommates, registration,
assemblies, tours of the campus. There just doesn't seem to
be time to think of being away
Only a few weeks remain In ditional grants for 1965-66 will
from home.
Then that first week of ac- which to apply for Fulbrifht- be available for study in Latin
Hays
fellowships for the 1885- America. It is expected that
tivity is over, and things begin to settle, down. Some stu- 66 academic year. More than as many as 80 grants will be
graduate grants to W offered to graduating seniors
dents shoot the bull, some 900
countries are available through
recent graduates for study
study. Others think of home. the U.S. Department of State's and
in countries where the number
Thinking Of Home
educational exchange program, of U.S. students has traditionThoughts of home come more which is authorized by the Ful- ally been small, such as Bolioften at night. The room is bright-Hays Act. The Insti- via", Brazil, Costa Rica, Dominidark and quiet, and getting to tute of International Education can Republic, Ecuador, El Salsleep is a problem. You think (HE) administers the compe- vador. Guatemala, "Honduras,
Nicaragua. Uruguay and Venof many things—your girl or tition for this program.
fields
Application forms and in- ezuela. Recommended
boy friend, your folks. The
study are social sciences,
night you left for college. How formation for students curren- of
political science, history, law
you looked forward to going tly enrolled in Eastern may be and humanities.
from the campus Fuiaway to school. Now you wish obtained
bright Adviser, Dr. Charles
Applicant-* Screened
you were back home!
Ambrose, dean of admissions.
The feeling of experience is Individual department heads .The applications of the stunothing new. You are not the also have lists of countries of- dents, processed by the Instionly one who has felt it. There fering opportunities in parti- tute, are reviewed by National
is a name for it. Mild home- cular fields. The deadline for Screening Committees of spesickness! But what can you do filing applications through the I cialists in various fields and
about it? The solution is real- Fuibright Adviser on this cam-! area studies. Panels of candidates recommended by the
ly simple. Keep busy. Talk to pus is Oct. 1.
are forwarded to
Students who wish to apply Committees
people. Walk around campus.
the
supervising
agencies
Try to meet new friends. Tell for an award for study or re- abroad for further review. If
search,
or
for
teaching
asslsyourself, this is your home (at
an award from another governleast until the end of the se- tantships. must have: U.S. ment is involved, applications
citizenship,
at
least
a
bachmester). Above all, don't let it
elor's degree by the beginning are also presented to that govget you down.
ernment for consideration. The
Before you know it the se- date of the grant, language final selection is made by the
mester breaks, and with a smile proficiency commensurate with Board of Foreign Scholarships,
proposed project, and good
and farewell you are home- the
health. Social workers must comprised- of 12 leaders, in the
ward bound. All your dreams also have at least two years educational field, appointed by
of home can at last come true. of professional experience after the President of the United
Your girl or boy friend will be the Master of Social Work de- States.
the first one you'll see when gree. Applicants in the field
The aim of all Fulbrighthaven't gotten a letter for a of .medicine must have an M.D. Hays awards is to increase muwhile. All your friends will at the time of application, j tual
understanding between
really be glad to see you again. Creative and performing ar- people of the U.S. and other
You don't even know if you'll tists do not require a bachelor's countries through the exchange
come back to that dumb col- degree, but must have four of persons, knowledge and
the
academic
lege!
years of professional study orl skills. Since
year 1948-49. when the proWhen that last day of mid- equivalent experience.
term rolls around, you can
For Travel-Only Grants, the] gram was initiated, more than
hardly wait to get going. You United States provides a au£ '"."" :^Z£Z,--i fei-aduate stuget - in the car and you're on plementary travel stipend for dents have studied abroad on
grants. The Instia maintenance and
tuition Fuibright
the way.
AU the while you think of scholarship awarded by a uni- tute of International Education
what you'll do when you get versity, private donor or fore- helps to administer this and
there. Then, after what seems ign government. These awards other exchange programs befor
ten
countries: tween the U.S. and more than
like an eternity, you finally a r e
countries, which
Austria,
Den- 100 foreign
pull into your driveway at Afghanistan,
mark, France, Germany, Ice- annually involve approximately
home.
6.000
students,
leadIt's late when you get there, land, Israel, Italy, Netherlands ers and ai lists scholars,
It is also a
but you burst Into the house and Sweden.
clearing house for information
screaming, "Wake up everyLatin America Grant*
on all aspects of international
body, I'm home." Your parents
Under a special program, ad- education.
get up, and in a few minutes
you're telling them all about
college life. You're surprised
at all the interesting things
that you tell them. You never
seem to have thought much

Fuibright Application

Due By October 1

competent sales ladies
to advise you

i

Now showing our
■' UL!3
atesfeVfr Collection
of New Fall Fabrics!
■

HOME COOKING

College Life Starts With Activity

by-the-yard"

.

ONE IIR CLFANEBS
CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND. MGR.

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
- SPECIALS! —

SHIRTS or TROUSERS
3?c Each or 3 For 1.00
Wo Mothproof and MilHew-Proot
Everything We Dry Clean.
SPECIAL EVERY DAY!
5 SHIRTS LAUNDERED FOR $1.00

ROYAL 1 Hr. Cleaners

Clingman received both the
bachelor and master of music j
education degrees from Drake
University and the M.A. and
D.Ed, degrees from Teachers
College, Columbia University.
He succeeds James E. Van
Peursem, who retired at the
end of the 1963-64 academic
A U.S. co-.d MCVM Ice crasm In Euro*.
year.
Replacing Col. Sander*
Col. Smith, whose military
service Includes a tour as senior adviser in South Vietnam,
comes to Eastern from the
U.S. Army Corps, Fort Hay«s,
Ohio.
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,
He succeeds Col. Joe M.
Sanders, who has been trans- Sept. 9—Students are urged to
ferred to Ft. Gordon. Georgia, apply early for summer jobs in
as operations and training Europe. Thousands of jobs (ofstaff officer for the command- fice, resort, factory, farm, etc.)
a
ing general.
,Lavaila.ble- w**es r»n«re t*
Ccl. Smith holds the Bronze *4U0 monthly and the American
Star Medal for valor, the U.S. Student Information Service
Army Commendation Medal, awards travel grants to regisand the French Croix de tered students. Those interested
should send $2 to Dept. T, ASIS
Guerre, with bronze star.
He is a graduate of the U.S. 22 Ave. de la Liberte, LuxemArmy Artillery School, the bourg City, Grand Duchy of LuxCommand and General Staff embourg and request the ASIS
College, and the Indian De- 36-page booklet listing and defense Service Staff College, scribing every available job, and a
in Wellington, India.
travel grant and job application.

PAYING JOBS
IN EUROPE

PH. 623-1292
fa
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You Are Always Welcome

everyone Is pretty dull. What
happened to that great time you
were going to have? Where is
everybody?
The week drags by, and soon
it's time to go back to school.
You're glad. Maybe those eight
weeks away made you grow up
a little. Suddenly you realize
that your home hasn't changed
—you have.
You think of the motto,
•HOME IS
WHERE
THE
HEART IS." You add, "AND
THE HEART IS
IN THE
BODY."

Bryant Elected
CCUN Chairman
Oliver Bryant, a senior Political Science and History major from Mt. Sterling, was lected State CCUN (Collegiate
Council of the United Nations)
chairman at the
National
Leadership Institute (for the
United
Nations
at Sarah
Lawrence College in New York
City.
Bryant, along with three
other Kentuckians, attended
this convention.
Other Eastern delegates were Jay Roberts and Tom Coffey.
As State chairman, Braynt
will have as his responsibility
the organization of
CCUN
chapters throughout the State.
He will also be a member of
the State AAUN Board.

Exiention Classes
Representatives from Eastern will hold an organization
meetign for extention classes
at the Bell County High School
on Tuesday, Sept. 22, at 7 p.m.
All those who are interested
in extension either on the graduate or undergraduate level
are urged to be present at this
meeting.

SOUTH FIRST STREET

LANTER MOTOR CO.
218 WEST IRVINE STREET
Just Around the Corner from the Court House

Specialists in Motor Tune-Up.
Carburetor and Ignition Work,
Also Transmission and
General Repair.
"The Small Shop with the Big Reputation"

Dial 623-4434
Welcome Students & Faculty to
ODOENWa

0 053

Mim DiWG STORE
&

1W

BIG HILL Ave.

DIAL
6231950

RICHMOND.

Kr.

Richmond's newest and most convenient Drug Store
where it's easy to park and easy to get to. Across
the street from the Colonel Drive In Just 4 minutes
away from school via the By-pass.

Free Get Acquainted Offer:
Bring your I. D. Card in and get a Vinyl Maroon
Name Tape made for your locker, camera, or any
personal items that needs identification.

*

So

You're
Back In To*

.— REGISTRATION WEEK ONLY —
— EASTERN STUDENTS —
Receive a 10% Discount on AN Purchases excluding food, tobacco,
and beverages. Just show clerk your I. D. Card at time of your
purchase. Remember to bring your prescriptions to:

BURD'S DRUGS
• t.'

"Where A Smile Is Part of Our Service"

3rd and Main

Open 7 AM - 8 PMM

Ph.623-4244-623-4245

School Supplies - Gifts - Lunch Counter - Free Delivery
Cosmetics - Toiletries - Baby Needs - Prescriptions
A ■ State Registered Beautician is on duty at all times to assist you
in your selection of Cosmetics and Beauty Needs.

MAJOR" In Good
Vision at College
Smart Students know good eyesight is a "must" for College
classwork and studies. Make regular check-ups part of your
curriculum. If glasses are needed., we'll see you're'properly
fitted with fashionable frames in face flattering styles and
colors. -

=
*-*-

NTIL.C KY

TEXAS OPTICAL. Inc.
233 W. Main St.

5=

MON

Richmond, Ky.

5

*
•
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NO ONE BUT YOU

CAN
. GIVE YOUR
PORTRAIT
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Mozart; Campus Mascot, Dies This Summer

74 New Faculty

Mozart, Eastern's beloved
mascot, died August 14 at the
age K17The music-loving canine, who
was an institution at Eastern,
was buried in one' of his favorite spots — a slope behind
the James E. Van Peursem
Music Pavilion.
A terrazzo-stone slab bearing an appropriate Inscription
marks the grave.
Known
to
thousands of
alumni and students, "Mo," as
he was affectionately called,
was born in 1947. While still
a pup, he frequently visited the
campus," especially the Music
Building. It
was
Douglas
Gaither, a 1962 graduate and
music major, who adopted the
dog and named him Mozart.
Before, long the entire Music
Department regarded him as
their own. However, Mo's affection included the whole
campus. When Gaither graduated, he asked Miss Kathleen Bales, then housemother
of Burnam Hall, to care for
Mozart.
Since then,
Mies
Bale's house has been his
home-away-from -campus.

Members Added

Many people would like to
have it. Many people deserve
to have it.
Call i* today, won't yon? Let
our professional staff create ■
portrait that is really you—a
portrait you can give with
happiness.

(Continued from Page One)

Mozart was known through- on the football field, but would stration the group fired blanks
out the state, and the South, leave when a rival band took Into the air and nearly scarred
and probably was the most ed- the field. He even stood at Mozart out of the-.country.
In earlier years" because of
ucated dog In Dixie. On cam- attention when the national
his love for ice cream, he was
pus he was strictly a "V.I.P." anthem was being played.
among the faculty and student
Life was never dull for the given a charge account at one
famous dog of mixed-pedigree, of the local drugstores.
body.
In 1962, a portrait, painted
changed his daily
Legends about him abound. frequently
He could wander freely into habits of visiting various cam- by Mearl Risner, an Eastern
art graduate, was presented to
classrooms and assemblies, and pus spots.
As the story goes, he dis- the College by the Eastern
up until lately, Mo attended all
liked only one group on cam- Student Council. It now hangs
sports and musical event*.
Especially fond of music, he pus and that was the Pershing In the bookstore as one sym
seldom missed a band or choir Rifles. It seems that at one bol of the affection his "alma
rehearsal, cays James E. Van football game during a demon- mater" held for him.
Peursem, retired head of the
Music Department.
Although music was his favorite, Mozart sat in on classes
In other departments, and attended most all campus functions, including movies, dances,
dinners, and even baccalaureate and commencement activities, often leading the academic procession. He always
appeared at these functions unescorted.
Signaled Over-Long Lectures
Mozart, with his uncanny
HOME COOKED MEALS AND
ability to sense time, was
known to signal the end of
HOME MADE PIES.
class lectures with a yawn,
shake, and dignified exltr-and
upon several occasions, he InOpposite the Court House
formed a long-winded instructor of his talkativeness with a
Main St., Richmond, Kentucky
bark.
Mo marched with the band

Mrs. Betty Mohs, all instructors.
FOREIGN LANGUAGE: Dr.
J. Hunter Peak, head of the department; (Miss Dorothy Carter, instructor of French; Dr.
Eugenie
Woronin.
associate
professor of Russian and German.
GEOGRAPHY: Robert Morgan Lathrop, assistant professor; Wayne Rodgers White and
Matthew S. Emerson, both instructors.
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL
EDUCATION:
Dr. Thomas
Myers, Barney R. Groves, and
Conan Noral Smith, assistant
professors,
and Walter D.
Sort, chin, instructor.
HISTORY:
Donald Charles
Lord. Walter M. Odum. and
Barry C. Fox, all assistant professors.
*
INDUSTRIAL ARTS: Jon F.
Botsford and James A. Gray,
assistant professors, and Jack
A. Luy. associate professor.
LABORATORY SCHOOL:
Vrs. J. Hunter Peak, assistant
Phone 623-9840
p-ofessor of French;
Mrs.
Gloria Jean Metcalf, instructor, second grade; Robert F.
Freshmen do get lost on campus, even with the aid of
McGuire, instructor, mathematheir campus maps. Helping Tommy Young, biology
tics and science; Russell G.
major from Frankfort, and Regina Ward, art major from
Mobley,
instructor,
English;
(Continued Prom Page One)
Cincinnati, find the Sceuce t.tiiiding, are Sgt. Edgar
Miss Ruth Rankin, instructor,
Estes, and Trooper Walter C. Masher.
c<re; John H. Chisholm, insports Writer for the Milestone.
structor, sixth grade;
Mrs.
At Eastern. Coffey concenPatsy Priddy Groves, instrucDoug Whitlock,
editor of
trates on political science and
tor, fourth grade; Mrs. Robert
newspaper,
English. His collegiate activi- Eastern student
Hayes, instructor, third grade;
ties include Collegiate Council "The Eastern Progress," has
Miss LcVerne Holcomb, inchairman of a
for the United Nations, Young been named
structor, second grade; Mrs.
Democrats,
English
Canter- committee at the annual AsLettie Kelly, instructor, first
sociated
Collegiate
Press conbury Club,
Student
Court
grade, and Mrs. Peggy GarPHOTOGRAPHER
Judge, secretary-general for vention Oct. 22-24 lri Chicago.
rett, vocal instructor.
A social science senior from
model United Nations and the
LIBRARY SCIENCE:
Richmond, Whitlock received
South 3rd Street
Debate Team.
George
W. Crabb and Gene
appointment from
Both Coffey and Hake en- word J.ofC.hisSim,
By MARY JANE MADDEN Ohio, breathes a sigh and says.
Allen Whicker, instructors.
convention diPhone 623-2606
"Since I don't have a car, I listed for the Peace Corp's Mr.
Progress Feature Editor
rector,
Monday. The panel
MATHEMATICS: Robert W.
"No, the State Police are not can forget being scared when Senior year Program through will discuss, "Increased CircuJobes and Ronald
Eugene on campus to enforce regula- I pass the post. Actually, they Peace Corps representatives
Richmond, Kentucky
lation as a Revenue Source," in
Fierce, instructors.
tions, only because they needed don't hinder with the student who were on campus last a Friday, Oct, 23, session of the
MILITARY SCIENCE: Col. a place to stay." That's the activities, for the college sets spring. They received allow- convention.
Everett N. Smith, professor of answer to a question asked by up the rules, and all they could ances to cover * transportation
Other members of the panel
and at Yale received room and are
military science.
many Eastern students this possibly do is help."
Michael A. Brodie, William
board
as
well
as
a
modest
livOn the other hand, another
and Mary; Donald Friedman,
MUSIC: Dr. Allen E. Cling- week as they discovered Troop
ing allowance.
C,
Post
7
of
the
Kentucky
freshman
coed
remarked
that
University of Pitsburgh, and
man, head of the department;
Thirty-seven states had re- James Yunker, aSnta Clara,
Thomas S. Lancaster and Wil- State Police in the Telford the troopers had been so helpful
in
directing
her.
She
presentatives
at
Yale
with
the
House.
California, College..
1 liam Prescott, both instrucLast summer, when the lease smilingly added, "They're so program. California had the
, tors.
ran out on their barracks, Sgt. handsome in their neatly press- largest group consisting of 13.
PHYSICS:
Dr.
Ted M. Troy Bailey, an 11-year veter- ed uniforms."
Kentucky had four enrollees
George, head of the depart- an with the troopers, packed
BE OUR GUEST FOR A
Yet if there are any fears with two of those coming from
ment; I. uuliiu B. Evans and up his 30 man staff and moved among the
the stustudents,
they Eastern. Although
David Langhammer, instruc- from their West Main Street should be erased by Sgt. Ed- dents making up the total term papers and class notes, photo
graphs, news items, themes, reports
tors.
headquarters to the vacant Tel- gar Estes' statement:
"They number at Yale were from all
By
POLITICAL SCIENCE: Wil- ford House to await the com- (the students) have been nice geographical sections of the
"LINK"
COSMETIC DEMONSTRATION.
liam H. Gerlach, assistant pro- pletion of the new barracks. so far. They're a fine looking country, the largest segment
fessor, and Dr. Mary Clarke The new barracks is expected group and have been very were from the eastern seaSantopolo, associate professor. to be completed by the first of courteous and well behaved." board.
PHONE 623-4528
_
The college plans to raze
In preparation for their work
SOCIOLOGY:
Joseph
C. the year.
I — Roll out the carpet of wel- Mouledoua,
assistant professor.
The old nine room building Telford House after the troop- in one of the large cities of
come to all new readers, and
ADMINISTRATIVE: Samuel has once served as a music ers move into their new bar- Bolivia, Ecuador, or Peru, Cofextend a hearty "glad to gee ya"
racks. But Eastern's presl. fey and Hake were subjected to
to all the so called olcMlmers. L. Allen, director of housing in classroom and a dormitory for dent, Dr. Robert R. Martin,,has a rigorotis academic and physiThe first column of each new the office of business affairs; students, but the expansion jokingly said,
climate. Their working
troopers cal
.season Is the most difficult one Robert Hayes, counselor in the plans of Eastern called for its have done such a"the
good job re- days consisted of 14-hours,
to scribble. If you a c new on office of the dean of students, destruction.
COME IN TO OUR STUDIO AT THE CORNER
pairing
the
house
and
cleaning
sue
days
a week. Thirty-two
With an almost patient decampus and reading this mess and Mrs. Mary Shannon, night
termination, the force moved it up, we might decide to use Of these hours each week confoi the first time let me set you nurse, college Infirmary.
OF SOUTH SECOND AND WATER STREETS.
sisted of> gaining a fluency in totes to bulletin beard, pennants
in and cleaned and repaired the It awhile longer."
straight about the purpose of
Spanish.
house. Now the house that
o wall, shelf paper, drawer UntafS.
this little weekly bunch of chitsaw so much of the lively life
Studies Were Numerous
chat. I hope in some small way
of college students is an efto be of service to you by giving
Besides Spanish, area studies
ficient
office
building.
"Tips" on new fashions, care of.
of history, government, culNo longer da the old bulletin
and selection of enmpus threads.
ture, customs, and the tradiboards bear notices of coming
You will f net that 1 strive to do
tions of Bolivia, Ecuador and
dances and official data, but
so without being sickingly comPeru were stressed.
Physical
they now display wanted postmercial (I never mention
training consisted mostly in
ers and maps of the 11 counties
prices). The nearest I come to
participating
in
athletic
served by Post 7 which show
(Continued From Page One) that would be played In games
a commercial pitch is when I
these
by
pins
up-to-date
locations
of
mention ' my "Kentuckian
South American countries, i.e.
them,
you
have
to."
And
highway
accidents.
Shop" (dedicated to campus
handball, basketball,
beanies,
Willis soccer,
Campire IN Not New to Police speaking of
styles) on the second floor of
Actually the campus atmos- Cunnagin of Richmond says. football and swimming.
Maxsons.
Coffey and Hake will leave
phere Is not entirely new to "They are okay, as long as they
IP YOU IV1R HAVE
for
permanent
assignment parry costumes, proni decoration!,
WHEN YOU — Visit the "Kenmost of the staff of Post 7. are on somebody else."
tchool
projects,
posters,
stage
seta
Another
Richmond
resident
June
15,
1965
after
graduation
TROUBLE WITH YOUR
tuckian Shop" for the fi st time.
for many of the troopers have
I would consider it an honor if
assisted with athletic games Llbby Sue Hendren- was sui*- from Eastern and will have
TILE VISION SIT...
prised by Eastern. She says, two-weeks of refresher courses
you will introduce yourself to
and other activities.
me (I'm Jhe short, sklnnv one!)
It seems that they are con- I was amazed that there were and training in the Peace
very many people and I ac- Corps training center at Puerand then browse around to your
tent with their *eadqunrter»Uo
headquarter*
heart's content. Remember this
which will be their "center" tually dldnt Jtno* how big IM to Rfco. - »*• "
college
was even though I've
—if you are making a puruntil the completion of the new
While at Yale they had guest
chase, be sure to use your
barracks on the Eastern by- lived here seventeen years.
lecturers, who were specialist
Vickie
Reedy,
from
nearby
"College Clothing Club" card.
pass, off nearly-completed InIn South American affairs, did
Per chance you do not possess
terstate Highway 75.
Sgt. Irvine says, "The campus is extensive reading on the "three
.one- '""l- tell me and I will
Bailey says, "We are very sa- real pretty and has changed countries, and had access to rer.frnpiy you wun same (saves
tisfied with our temporary so much in the laet few years." source people who are natives
-get in touch with us. We can find the difficulty quicklyyou a pretty penny and who
It's the "Tot 50"
quarters. It was very co-op- She is one of the majority of of those countries now residflx it promptly and reasonably. Our servicemen are especan sneer at that?)..
erative of the College to make her graduating senior class ing In the United States and
who
is
attending
Eastern.
Telford House available to us."
cially tntaedfa the late* television technique, particularly
Peace Corps returnees who asTHINGS—You will find in the
Vickie
says
that
Eastern
waa
Although there were some
sist In answering questions
as they apply in thia area.
"Kentuckian Shop" — Jarttzen,
her
choice
because
it
Is
the
amazed reactions to the prepertaining to what exactly
McGregor and Wickbury sweatsence of State troopers on best place for an elementary they would face in their assigners. McGregor sport wen- of
campus during the summer education major to prepare for ments.
NCONOITI0NM.tr
all types, Careerman traditionUMANTUI
session, the students quickly her field. On the beanie issue
One
highlight
of
the
training
al ivy suits and sport coats,
became accustomed to their she remarks forcibly, "I think occurred with practical applitanered plain and front slax
they're
stupid
looking,
and
a
helpful presence.
But with
cation of what they had learn(dress and casual), Manhattan.
the return of old students and three week period Is too long ed when the group made a
Shapelv and the wonderful
the new freshmen, some are to wear them."
Scro dress shirts (all shirts
As the busy day drew to a two-day study In the Spanish
taken aback while others meresection of Harlem redies or snort are smartlv
ly accept the fact without close, two Ohioans. Delia Dan- speaking
tapered). The above mentioned
son and Jennifer Barber, de- lative to the same type of as(iMiusiM looo staples:
further thought.
singment
they might carry out
are but a few of the goodies.
larger sire CUB Dnk Staaiei
For example, freshman Tom- cided that they all ready felt as in the disDlaced-persons
area
•>Urll.«
422 NORTH SECOND
DIAL 623-1540
my Young from Frankfort re- If Eastern were their "home of the large South American
THE — Sweater world is in a
away from home." And perlo bigger than a peck of gum. Refills
EASY
PARKING
whirl. This season vou will see (and remember, only Ban rrulei Veefunst marks, "I guess If you don't haps tiny Jeanne Stewart, who cities. It will be their task to vailable everywhere. Made In U.S.*
bother them, they won't bother
some real conversion nieces.
live with thee populace and t any stationery, variety, book store!
*
w.r«««^TWW0l««»o«»dTVTsfcef
A
you. I think they will help the had traveled by bus from New help
(In that I mean, the field is
people to help themcammis police cut down the Jersey and In the process lost selvesthe
wide onen). 1S0 far I h3ve noby setting examples and
ttuiiititn 11 f
««w» w w—
fast driving. Their mere pre- all of her luggage except .a stimulating
INC.
ticed that cardigans have been
the people into
sence is a source of control." train case, was realizing that actions that will
the big favorite?. Vre Noeks
lead
to
better
cnvi.t
Rut »nother freshman, Re- Eastern welcomed her — lug- urban community development.
rightfully rega'ning thei>- right- ^
gina Ward, from Cincinnati, gage or no.
ful place, and it is surnrisim:
the great amount of interest
(and selling) of turtle necks. I
do not advise vou to get a turtle neck sweater if vnur sweater collection is limited to one
or two. For a small sweater
wardrobe I suggest
(you do as
you please* a cardte*n and s
8lin over with Vee Neck or
ALWAYS
sVAYS FIRST QUALITY^
Crew Neck.

There's A
Difference
In A

Troopers Aid

Taylor Made
Portrait!
JIMMY
TAYLOR

Two Seniors'
In Peace Corps
Program

WELCOME STUDENTS, TO

Jimmy's Restaurant

Whitlock Heads
ACP Panel

PURKEYS FOOD MKT.

State Police's Stay
Will Be Brief One

Big Hill Avenue

Open Daily Til
10:00 P. M.

TIPS
ON
TOGS

It staples

"FREE HOUR OF BEAUTY"

Or

it tacks

Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio

Freshmen

Impressions

it fastens

'

WELCOME STUDENTS
AND FACULTY

Swingline
Stapler

Complete Car Radio
Service

KIRK'S TV & RADIO SERVICE

P.ennetfi

WHIl^ «N the sweater k'"k
I wou'd like tn i»sn»" ■> »o=>
pnjvl ft—»j>i ■e»nn"ni «<fne«i "w>
p R " M« <ir-.nt* to k'nw If it

IB O. K. (O "••"- - W"»te- O"
* hanr-er A NiWFr*: I |M"'you W'tl find It better to fold
vw ve-"« an-' stm-p in p
jjr&nwr Tb"v »""! st'""'eh out
of sha-e h-n°-tnir. Cad
v»u
yro'e—If you b*v« 2"v °ther
oi.o.fions — write''!•«?■>in ! '
HEAP — Fir«» time reader
m-iv I make this Ktatement?
"Tf you expect this col"mn t"
be wfitten with »"v approved
form or ioiirn;.ii=tie correctness — Forget It! !"
So Long For Now,

Hootenanny or record hop, in Weejunt
you're in perfect tempo.
Only Weejunt can make yon feel so
exactly right — with their comfortable,
clasfic elegance, poised casual styling
and hand-sewn moccasin detail.
The only thing "just Idee* Weejuni ii
not to settle for Wl

l^m

&.

200 and 214 West Main

• Fabulous selection of plain knit nylons, seaiWeas micro mesh,
double loop dress sheers, cotton-soled service weights!
• Proportioned and contoured to your leg-length so they fit bettcrthan-ever. For short, average or long, 8tt to 11!
Tremendous selection of subtly flattering colors . . . there's a
shade perfectly suited for everything from casual to formal!

Richmond, Kentucky

aothlnr—Shbat—Boys' Wear

■«■

our entire stock of 95e Gay mode"
nylons how reduced to only

flotbtr pair of Weejuns. You're to smart

UKK

MAXSONS

LAST 3 DAYS!
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Easterns Campus "Alive" As 2,350 Freshmen Swarm
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Unloading
Pat Lynch, a freshman from Covington, receives help In unloading a rack of clothes when
she arrived on Campus Sunday. Lending as-

sistance is Riiide Steve Cawood, an upperclassman from Pikcville.

Freshmen Romp Through
Busy First Days
"Have A Beanie, Freshman
Clydia Case, Covington senior, puts a beanie on an unresisting freshman at the KYMA booth in front of the Student
Union Building Sunday. KYMA, Campus pep organization,

reports that some 1,800 beanies were sold the first-year
students as they arrived.

Unpacking

A Helping Hand
Bill Dunn carries a trunk of cUrthes into McGregor Hall
Sunday, as he helps one of the record number of l'rosh in
getting settled at her College home.

o8fc£*.ti£fi-»i*:

Mary Carlisle Moody (left), a freshman from Richmond, gets assistance in unpacking her suitcase, and packing her closet, from Lee Ann Stratton, a senior
guide.

Boxes, Boxes
In Anticipation
Freshman girla contemplate the front of McGregor Hall with a seeming air of
uncertainty, and maybe a little home-sickness, before entering the air-conditioned
women's dorm. The drive in front of McGregor HaU was busy Sunday, and
crowded With student*, boxes, and suitcases.

A reminder of how many things a girl needs
to go to college is this photo of a campus guide
' carving "a few" of some young lady's parcels
into Burnham Hall.

The Eastern campus literally came "alive" Sunday as a
record number of freshmen reported. A reported 2,350
frosh arrived, more than a thousand over the figure only
three years ago in 1961.
Sunday saw the frosh feverishly unloading their
and moving into dormitories, the lines of the "Alma Mater."
Later they attended a recepA Tuesday night reception
tion in the Student Union and dance was the first big
Building and vesper services in social event for the frosh, as
the amphitheater.
they packed the Student Union
The rest of the week was Building for the getting-toalso full for the class of '68, as know-you affair,
they were assigned counselors,
Wednesday saw their Inltiatook tests, and attended west- Mpn as coWsjgc students as they
Thgs intended tfi orient them to. became accustomed to the myths college way of 'We.' ' *' "•" tiad of cards, and the standAll was not work, however. Ing in line, that is part of re' rat races, parties, smokers, and gistration at Eastern,
special programs broke up the
They won't be full-fledged
serious business of becoming college students, however, una college student.
til Monday, when classes beBeanlea appeared on nun- gin. That is, if they don't fordreds of heads as KYMA, cam- get their pink IBM cards,
pus pep organization sold over The photos on this page,
1,800 in the first day. Many highlighting their first day on
freshmen answered a summons csmpus, were taken by Mike
to "rat court" for not having Coers, feature photographer
their beanie, or failure to know from Covington.

■■

Going Up?
The family of an incoming
freshman joins in an elevator
ride to the student's new dormitory home. Sunday saw the
campus overflowing with parents delivering their children
to Eastern.

At The Reception
Mary Jo Rudd, second from left, a sophomore, serves punch at the reception for freshmen and their parents Sunday in the Student Union Buidling.

Registering In Burnham
A scene to be oft-repeated.in four years saw freshmen girls signing >" »'*"""*
Hall Sunday. The process of signing out, and in, will be one of the first phases of
college life learned by the frosh.
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Language Department Stresses
Speaking Of ForeignJTongues

Lab School Starts 1964-65 Year
With New Academic Programs
Record Enrollment Of 515

A-

Tops Last Session's 475
Eastern's Model Laboratory
School began its 1964-65 school
year with two additional elementary sections and a faculty
of 30 to accommodate a record
enrollment of 515.
il.apt
year's previous high
enrollment at the school was
475.
Students have found several
new programs this year at
Model.
Additional sections have been
added to the fourth and seventh grades at the school to
handle the increased enrollment. Additional courses are
to be offered, especially in
speech, dramatics, and French.
Class hours for elementary
students at Model will be from
8 until 2:30, and for high
school students (grades 7-12)
from 8 until 3 p.m.
Kindergarten children attend
either the first session from
8 until 10:30 a.m. or the second, from 12 until 2:30 p.m.]
Facilities are provided for 40

childern in sections of 20 each.
Two new major programs
are to be begin this fall:
A program of physical fitness which will meet the minimum standards set by the
President's Council on Physical Fitness, is due to be offered
to .ill 12 grades.
All rooms are to be equipped
with closed-circuit television
(for sending and receiving
programs within the school)
and to the new Bert Combs
Classroom Building. In addition to regular instructional
programs, the television circuits will be used for group
observation by education classes held in the new college
classroom building.
New Role Assumed
Beginning this fall, the laboratory school ta,kes on a new
role. Instead of serving as a
center for student teachers, the
school will become more of a
true
laboratory or
"pilot"
school in that it will function

Appalachia Workshop
Here This Summer
Wider utilization of educa-1 The group also called for
tional facilities for the growth I early experiences at the eleof cottage industries through- mentary level in the use of naout Appalachia was strongly' tive materials suitable
for
proposed by professional craft work and for stronger
craftsmen, educators, and gov- emphasis on creativity rather
ernment officials at a three- than copy work in secondary
day conference held on the I and college industrial arts proEastern campus this summer.' grams.
Sponstred by a Federal reAnother proposal called for
search grant of $8,300 from 'broadening of teacher educathe United States Office of Ed- . tion programs in
industrial
ucation, the conference was I aits to include additional work
held to seek methods of pro- I in art and other humanities.
moting the growth of cottage
The professional craftsmen
industry in the poverty-strickparticipating in the confeernce
en Appalachian region.
proposed
that a
Kentucky
The conference recommended 1
that pilot programs for both Crafts School be established to
adults and students get under j train professional artist-craftsway this year, utilizing exist- I men and with responsibilities
ing industrial arts facilities I for both resident instruction
and teachers. Detailed plans , and extended services.
Detailed
recommendations
will be formulated and put into effect "sometim" this fall," were made concerning the ecoDr. John Rowfett. conference nomics of craft industries.
Specialists in finance, private
direcor, said.
cooperative
A re-training program for marketing, and
detailed
success
industrial arts teachers in Ap- marketing
factors
for
both
beginning
and
palachia was proposed. These
experienced
craftsmen.
programs would he held at
teacher "duration colleges durDr. Rowlett said that these
ing the summer with instruc- proposals will be studied intion by professional artist- tensively
during the
next
ciaftsmen and coordinated by three months. The Research
the respective institutions.
project extends until Nov. 1.

12 -16 -20 Gauge
6& 8 Shot—1.97
410 Gauge — 1.79

as a professional laboratory
and research center.
By the fall of 1965 all student teachers will be removed
from Model,
enabling the
school to offer a wider range
of teacher-training experiences
through observation and research.
Model is accredited at the
secondary level by the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools and the State Department of Education, and the elementary school is also accredited by the Cooperative Program
in Elemenary Education of the
Southern Association.
Director Walter Marcum explains that the children at the
elementary level will be i n
school for more than 200 days
each year. "The extra time,
he says, provides for five weeks
of summer school." Teachers
work an additional three weeks
on curriculum development and
plans for the school year.
Summer Has Two Purposes
Summer school for secondary students ha!s two main
purposes:
(1)
to
provide
make-up work for students
who earn incomplete or, in
some eases, c grades, if the
teacher feels there are certain
concepts or basic work which
the pupil has not mastered, and
(2) to pnsvide an enrichment
and supplemental course program.
Enrichment courses are planned on a self-study and selfimprovement basis, Marcum
said. They may include such
studies as social sciences, English, or shop.
The elementary children have
approximately one hour of art
instruction each week, and
they continue their fine arts
education with public school
music in junior high. At the
fourth grade level, students
have a choice of beginning
band or prchestra.
An essential part of the
school is the guidance and testing program.
A twelve-year student at
Model will take about 30 national standardised tests or interest and personality ' Inventories, besides state and area
tests, according to
Marcum.
The program
covers intelligence, readiness, achievement,
reading, and aptitude tests.
On the National Merit Test
given to last year's juniors,
more than 90 percent ranked
in the top 50 percentile.
The Donovan Building, which
houses Model, is a $2,000,000
air-conditioned building completed in the fall of 1961. The
structure provides a cafeteria,
library,
auditorium, laboratories, and a recreation room
for students' free time.
,An eight-room addition is
planned to be constructed when
funds are available, it has been
announced.

DR. J. HUNTER PEAK

Col. Sanders Receives
Ft. Gordon Assignment
Colonel Joe M.
Sanders,
Col. Sanders' initial assignwhose last assignment Was as ment at that time was as opa professor of military , science erations officer of a UN. priswith
the Reserve
Officer oner-of-war
camp.
Other
Training
Corps
Instructor overseas assignments include
group at Eastern, is the new tours in Japan and Germany.
assistant chief of staff for
Attends SotaoolR
training at Fort Gordon.
Col. Sanders has attended
Winner of the Bronze Star the
Command and General
for service as operations ofCollege at Fort Leavenfice* of a United Nations pris- Staff
worth. Kan.; the Army Service
oner-of-war camp in Korea, the Forces
Staff School, the Pen49-year-old
colonel
assumed tagon; and
the Command Mancemmand in August.
agement School, Fort Belvoir,
Colonel Sanders received his Va.
commission in 1936 after graWhile
teaching
military
duating from the ROTC pro- science during his four years at
gram at Wofford College in Eastern, the colonel earned his
Spartanburg. S.C.
masters degree in education
Active in 1941
during off-duty hours.
In 1941, he was called to
He is a member of Lambda
active duty as company com- Chi Alpha fraternity and Ro'
tary
Inter-national.
mander of an officers candidate company at Fort BenMarried to the former Milning. Later he served as ad- dred Anderson, he is the father
visor to the first WAC Train- [ of a son and a daughter — Joe
ing Center at Fort Des Molnes, | M. Sanders Jr., a student at
Iowa, from 1943-45.
j Medical College in Charleston,
He was released from active I S.C, and Miss Jeannie Gayle,
duty in 1946 but was recalled ! an elementary school teacher
during the Korean War.
I in Lexington, Ky.

KEN - CAR
ACtOSS FROM KROGER S.

Men's Orion Stretch Socks

3 Pairs 1.00
Ladies' Wrangler Cut-Offs

2.97 pair

With an
expanded staff,
first-time courses in Russian,
new texts, and a strong emphasis on mastery of the spoken language, the Foreign Language Department will enter
this year a new era of work
and achievement, according to
Dr. J. Hunter Peak, new department head.
Dr. Peak, whose language experience includes State Department foreign service besides
teaching of Spanish at several
American universities, will Insist on proficiency in spoken
languages, before "students are
admitted to advanced courses.
"The need for the ability to
communicate in the language
of another country where the
American is visiting," says Dr.
Peak, "is becoming greater and
greater." He adds that the oralaural approach will help overcome what he describes as the
general American public's
"marked lack of interest" in
learning a foreign language.
"The educated man today,"
Dr. Peak says, "recognizes the
value at foreign language study
and has some knowledge of a
foreign language himself."
All first-year language students will toe required to attend
the language laboratory, a 24booth studio in Cammack Hall.
Here, with the help of full-time
attendants, students will record
their own voices or listen to
taped broadcasts in Russian,
German, (French, .Spanish, or
Latin.
Miss Dorothy Carter, Instructor in Spanish, will act as
general supervisor of the language laboratory. Lab hours are
9 a.m. to 5 p.m., weekdays, ami
Saturdays from 8 a.m. to IS
noon.
Kerord Expected
Dr. Peak expects a record enrollment of more than 300
language students, with a corresponding increase in the number of majors. Staff in the department, besides Dr. Peak, who
will himself teach Spanish, includes Miss Carter, Spanish;
Dr. Eugenie Woronin, Russian
and German; Miss Mary K.
Ingels, French; Mr. Robert
Ladd, French and Latin; and
Miss Ruby Rush, Latin.
Besides cultural incentives,
Dr. Peak points to higher salaries paid public school teachers
with language background.
"Foreign language study," he
says, "is a marvelous field for
the ambitious elementary school
teacher. . Higher beginning salaries are paid to teachers with
language
skills;
and many
grade-school language programs
are established in major cities
with high pay scales."
"The demand," he added, "for
elementary school teachers who
can handle a language program
far exceeds the supply. One of
the hopes of the Eastern language department is to fill this
demand, toy trying to Interest
more elementary education majors in mastering a foreign language."
New Texts Picked
Dr. Peak has chosen new
texts for use this fall, and has
invited several distinguished
scholars in the field of foreign
languages to present guest lectures at Eastern. These will
be open to all faculty and students. Names and dates will
be announced later, he said.
Dr. Peak comes to Eastern
from the University of Ken-

tucky. He is a graduate of
Hampden-Sydney College in VirRnia and holds the MA and
liD. degrees from the University of North Carolina.
He has taught at the University of North
Cartllna,
Davidson College and U. K. For
three years he served as principal of schools operated by the
United States Information
Agency, a division of the U. S.

Department
of
State. His
duties included recruitment of
teachers, and the supervision of
a staff which taught English
to the native population.
A native of Louisville, Dr.
Peak is a member of the Mod-'
ern Language Association, the
South Atlantic Modern Language Association, and the
author of numerous research
articles in his field.

Dr. Eugenie Woronin
To Teach Russian Here
Russian-born Dr.
Eugenie vard University, describes Dr.
Woronin, whose language pro- Woronin as "the finest profesgrams last year for Syracuse sor of Russian I ever studied
University are still televised in with." The UK library has'
of Russian
medical
several states, will teach East- copies
em's first classes in Russian, journals containing professionbeginning this Fall. At least al articles contributed by Dr.
two sections, Russian 101 and Woronin when she was a prac102, will be offered by the new ticing physician.
With the addition of Rusassociate professor, according
to Dr. J. Hunter PePak, who sian, Eastern now offers five
has just taken over as head of major fields of f reign lanthe Department of
Foreign guage study. The others are
German, French, Spanish and
Languages.
Latin.
If-enough students with preAmong Dr. Peak's plans for
vious Russian study show Interest during wgistration, Dr. the 1966 school year are classes
in a sixth language, Italian.
Peak is prepared to add a second-year Russian class. Next
year's schedule will certainly
include second-year Russian,
Dr. Peak added.
Professor Woronin,
along,
with her experience as a college teacher of Russian, holds
a medical degree from the University of Kharkov. She was
returned to Austria from her
own country by German "liberators" during World War n,
and remained there to practice
medicine until 1950, when she
applied for admission to the
United States as a displaced
person.
Dr. Woronin, now an American citizen, comes to Eastern
from
Syracuse
University,
where part of her teaching
duties included classes in Russian on educational TV. These I
programs were taped and reused by TV stations in several
other states.
Profesor Robert Moore of the
University of Kentucky lanDR. EUGENIE WORONIN
guages department, whose graTO TEACH RUSSIAN
duate work was done at Har-

CENTRAL MUSIC GO,
Richmond's Only
Record Shop
LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF
FIRST AND WATER STREETS

Short Sleeve Sport Shirts
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ON DISPLAY

Catalog Sales Store
HO Big Hill Ave.
623-2670
Richmond, Ky

-Sere oept. 2.
A Marine Officer Selection
Team will visit Eastern to interview undergraduates and
seniors Sept. 28, through Oct.
2.
The team* header! by Cu.fi
tain Bruce M. Marl-iron, will
be located in the Student
Union Building.
The selection team is particularly interested in male
collegiates with high academic
and physical standards who
can qualify for Marine Aviation. Women in their Junior
and Senior year will also be interviewed for
the
Marine
Woman
Officer
Candidate
Course.
Additional information may
be obtained from the Marine
team during their visit.

Welcome

Windbreakers, Nylon or Cotton

From 3.97
And Parkas — 4.97
Seamless Mytons

2 Pr. ?7c
as low as 97c
And Skirts . . .
$

from 2.97

EKSC Students and Faculty
\

Feel Free to Use our Store for
ony of Hie F ©flowing:
(1) CASH Your Personal Check
(NO PURCHASE NECESSARY)

(2) OPEN A Student Charge Account
(YOU ARE BILLED —NOT YOUR PARENTS)

•nd Cotton Trousers
$

4.9t Pr.

STATE BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY
Richmond, Kentucky

"Figure on banking with us"
2 Convenient Locations —
MAIN STREET & BIG HILL AVENUE

. _y

A COMPLETE LINE OT- HUNT Of THE LOOM

Men's Shoes.. 6.95—and
Ladles" Rats.. 1.99-2.99
ALL OF THIS AMI MUCH MORE IS
WAITIN6 FOR YOU AT

KEN - CAR
Shop Here Today!

t^i ALL your Sfioes, nanobag, and
■ ■osiery neeas
FOR MEN
Nunn Bush
Roblee
Hush Puppies
Pedwin
Bass
Crosby Square

i

"The-Finest In Music"

1.97 and 2.96
Marine Team

^

Town (Country
Life Stride
Sandier of Boston
Viner
Coobies^
Lady Bostaniians

• Largest Handbag
Car in Town
• Seamless Hose,
Just 59e a pair
• U. S.Keds,
Converse All-Stars
& Red Ball Jets
—Tennis Shoes

JAN'S SHOES
Eastern Kentucky's College Shoe Hdq.
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WELCOME STUDENTS

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS and FACULTY

Welcome Students and Faculty To

'

'

We're Eager to Serve You

GARLAND JETT'S STORE
The Home of Men's Sportswear
W. Main. Street

Richmond, Ky.

Welcome Students and Faculty

KEN-CAR
Across From Kroger's
ro

'GENE'S STYLE SHOP

IWm

va

ftcHMmo.

For Quality Women's Apparel
Jr., Missy, Peltite and Half Sizes
N. Second Street

Where-lt's Easy to Park and a Pleasure to Shop

Richmond, Ky.

Open Every Night Until 9.00 p. m. Daily

Good Luck, Eastern, We're

Best Wishes for a Successful
1964-65 School Year.

Proud of You.

Permanent Waving, Manicuring, Frosting.

We're Proud of You.

SAMPLE SHOE CENTER
RICHMOND'S LARGEST SHOE STORE
263 I. MAIN

RICHMOND, KY.

WELCOME EASTERN STUDENTS
AND FACULTY

All type beauty service.

CANFIELD MOTOR CO,
Across from Kroger's

Richmond, Ky.

Mimg mSMSF

GOOD LUCK PASTERN!

VOGUE BEAUTY SALON
310 W.Irvine

Phone 4010

Phone 623-5770

WALGREEN AGENCY DRUG STORE
2nd & Main

Richmond, Ky.
Serving the Best in

Drug Needs Since 1921

WELCOME TO EASTERN

Welcome Back Students and Faculty

WELCOME TO RICHMOND'

HINKLE DRUG
Cosmetics,

Drugs,

Photo

School

Supplies

Supplies

Main and Madison

We Like It and Think You Will.

Richmond, Kentucky

W. MAIN ST.

RICHMOND, KY.

-OBd
am ■
•iop

Welcome Students...We're
Eager to serve you.

3u|u

BURD'S DRUG
DRIVE-IN
"Where A Smile Is Part Of Our Serv'ce'i

RESTAURANT

Ph. 623-4244
The advertisers on this page are some of Richmond's
most outstanding merchants^ and are among the most loyal

supporters of Eastern and the Progress. Help them serve
you, reafl and use Progress adverUsing.

CONGRATULATIONS, EASTERN,
On Your Great Success

STATE BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY
Member:
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation), Federal
Reserve System — 2 Convenient Locations
Main Street

Welcome Back Students

Best Wishes For A Successful

and Faculty

1964 65 Year

W. Main Street

■

>-■•»«.

COLONEL
DRIVE IN

•

Richmond, Ky.
Big Hill Ave.

and ~ Big Hill Avenue

WELCOME TO RICHMOND!

Third & Main

Richmond, Ky.

Congratulations, Eastern, on
your Great Success

LERMANS
+im H»AIAHI«» &

Ph. 623-4245

Welcome Back, Students

Richmond, Ky.

Welcome Students . . .

rennetfi

ft

ALVUAY8 RUST QUALITY*

W. Main Street

Richmond, Ky.

Best Wishes For a Successful

WE LIKE IT AND THINK YOU WTLL

and Faculty.

CENTRAL MUSIC CO.
Phona 623-1610—First and Water Sts.
Richmond, Kentucky

Welcome Back, Old Students and Faculty.
Welcome to Richmond Newcomers.

JIMMY'S RESTAURANT
Home Cooked Meals

We're Eager to Serve You

STOCKTON'S DRUG ROYAL 1HR. CLEANERS
Main Street

Richmond, Kentucky

Welcome Students, We're Eager to Serve You.

Welcome to Richmond, Newcomers

|

Phone 623-9840
Main St. Opposite Court House, Richmond, Ky.
—M

Welcome Back Students and Faculty
Welcome to Richmond Newcomers'

SEARS

Since 1893 —

Where Your Mothers and Fathers Traded While

Richmond, Ky.

Richmond, Ky.

Welcome Back Old Students and Faculty

—

WESTERN AUTO
Corner Irvine and Second

Corner Irving and Second

ELDER'S

1964-65 Year

For 'Any of Your Needs.

Smant S6ojU
College & Career

Tots & Teens

They Were at Easterrt
W. Main Street

Richmond, Kentucky

110 Big Hill Ave.

Phone 623-2670

North Second Street

Richmond, Ky.
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Bert Combs Building
Many Eastern students will attend classes in the new
Beit Combs Classroom Building, which is to be used for
the first time this fall. The now building will house the
Graduate School and the departments of business educa-

The "Towers" Ready

tion, and English. The four-story, air-conditioned building,
which was built at a cost of $2.9 million, will contain 61
classrooms and 62 faculty offices.

Both Todd and Dupree halls, the newest men's residence
halls, will be used bv Eastern students this year. Todd
Hall (left), named after Dr. Russell I. Todd, Richmond,
a member of the board of regents, was completed in April.
Dupre Hall, named in honor of F. L. Dupre, also a member

of the board of regents, was completed in August and will
be used for the first time this semester. The twin "towers'*
both of which are fully air-conditioned, house 720 students.
Each contains two elevators and 71,000 square feet of floor
space.

$28 Million Building Program In Fourth Year
By NORMS MILES
* ProgreM! Staff Writer
The $28 million building protram at Eastern is being resized with each passing year
iince its beginning in 1960.
This year such structures as
Jie $2.9 million Bert T. Combs
Classroom Building, and the
win
12-story
men's
dormitories are being occupied for
iie first time. Also, buildings
ire being renovated and the
mysical education program is
trowing with new facilities,
fwo proposed dormitories are

in the final stages of planning
as well as for construction of a
Plaza in front of the Student
Union Building and an addition
to the Heating Plant.
The Bert T. Combs Classroom Building which will house
the Graduate School and the
Depart ments
of
Education,
Business, and English for simultaneous teaching of nearly
2.200 students is ready for occupancy.
At a cost of $2.9 million, the
Combs building contains 61
classrooms, 62 offices, with

suites for department heads,
138,500 square feet of floor
space, four elevators, two on
each end of the building, and
is fully air-conditioned. It is
constructed of limestone veneer outside, reinforced concrete inner and outer walls
with long span hollofr tube
floor slabs.
Tower* Soar
Soaring 12-stories are the
twin Towers, Todd and Dupree, at a cost of $2.85 million.
These dormitory facilities are
fully air-conditioned, housing

720 men students. Each contains two elevators and 71.000
square feet of floor space.
Connecting the two halls is an
enclosed one-story area con-

SUB Lawn
Not Doomed

taining a lounge, lobby, and stone is being cleaned. November 1 is the completion date.
recreation room.
The other building being reRenovation of older buildings
include the Coates Administra-., novated is the Weaver Heatlh
tion Building and
Weaver Building. This building is beHealth Building. In the Ad- ing converted Into a women's
facility.
ministration Building, renova- physical education
tion includes heating and in- Renovation includes showers
stillation system. Tho
first and locker rooms; new equipfloor is being completely re- ment and new tile for the deck
decorated.
A new Post Of- of the swimming pool along
fice facility for faculty and with painting and referverishoff-campus students will be a ing. A concession stand is benew feature. In the auditor- ing added to accommodate acium, a new pipe organ and a tivities that will be held there.
terrazzo floor, along with re- Completion of this building is
arranging and creating new expected by January 1.
Hughes Baseball Field and
office
space.
Outside, the

For the benefit of students
returning to Eastern, the front
yard of the Student Union
Building will not remain in its
present condition indefinitely.
The yard was excavated last
spring in order to repair a lealr
in a, heating pipe. The lawn
was not resodded because plans
were being proposed for a
plaza to be placed in front
of the Student Union, Case and
Burnam halls.
Bids for the plaza were opened earlier this week.
The construction will reEastern will name its next I the Board, at its quarterly, mer. of Cynthiana.
the
Both have served on the locate and smooth out
wo dormitories
a 12-story I meeting this week, approved
sharp
curve
in
University
vomen's hall and an eight- ■ the naming of the women's Eastern board since 1962.
Dr. Martin said that, com- Drive in front of Burnam Hall.
itory residence structure for I dorm Sidney Clay Hall, to honnen—for two members of its or the Louisville banker, and plete plans for the new dormi- The plaza will be mostly a conthe men's hall, Palmer Hall, tories are not yet available but crete structure with -areas left
3oard of Regents.
President. Martin said that for State senator Wilson Pal- that each will be air-ctndition- for shrubs and ,', ass. It will
an
arrangement of
ed. The women's hall is ex- contain
boxes, and benches.
pected to be under construe- j flower
Urn by fall and completed by Also proposed arc three flag
poles.
September. 1965.
(Oustrui lion of the plaza is
( ( tistriK-liiin By Winter
expected lo begin this month i
The men's dormitory is ex- and be, completed before winpected to be begun by -«irly1 ter.
winter.
fcidncy Clay Hull, to be located behind
Burnam
H.-ill. •
fsrmir Kit Carson Drive, will
house 420 students and will
contain Ss>.850 square feet of
floor sp-lce. / '
Palmer Hull, tp be con-.
sirui'led at the forner. of Park
Drive and Kit Carson Drive,
just cast of the new twin towers
Todd and Dupree halls
will accommodate 311.
Loan Approved
MR. WILSON PALMER
'
MR. SIDNEY CLAY
The board approved a $H,925.000 loan agreement for the
OOnatrttOtton of the two dorml■ tories and for 2i> additional
faculty apartments at" Eastern.
The faculty apartments will
THE ONLY
consist of one, eight-unit buildiing and six duplex apartment
PEN WITH A
houses. They will be located
alongside an existing eightBUILT IN
unit building that was completed last fall.
SPARE
The new halls will be the
• UNDERNEATH
eighth and ninth dormitories
REFILL
completed at Easern since
1960. "In addition. 144 apartments for married students
were completed in 1961.

New Dorms Will Be Named
For Regents Clay, Palmer

Glyndon Barber Shop
"FLAT-TOPS
OUR SPECIALTY"

EASTERN STUDENTS And
FACULTY MEMBERS

Must Read This!
OPEN DAILY
9:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m.

SATURDAY
9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
IN RICHMOND, KENTUCKY, IS OFFERING FOR 1 WEEK ONLY
(FRIDAY, SEPT. 18 TO FRIDAY. SEPT. 25)

10% DISCOUNT

GLYNDON HOTEL

_

WELCOME BACK. STUDENTS & FACULTY
(

HOME OF

(COL SANDERS RECIPE)

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN

L.

and an elght-fltory residence
for men. They will be named
Sidney Clay Hall, to honor tha.
Louisville banker, and Palmer
Hall, for State Senator Wilson
Palmer, of Cynthiana.
Complete plans for the new dormitories are not yet available but
each will be air-conditioned.
Clay Hall will be located behind Burham Hall facing Kit
Carson Drive, and will house
420 women students. Palmer
Hall, to be constructed at the
corner of Park Drive and Kit
Carson Drive, Just east of th«
new twin towers, will accommodate 314 men students.

KXH

PAPERSMATE

•**-»■

the Hood Intra-mural fields
are completed. The Hughes
field has been relocated at the
southeast corner of the Alumni
Coliseum and is now in every
way." The Hood intra-mural
field is enclosed with a chainlink fence and provides for intra-mural sports.
An addition to the heating
plant along with a new boiler
is almost completed and a new
Plaza in front of the Student
Union Building are underway.
The new dormitories are
scheduled for construction this
fall and winter. The two halls
will be a 12-story women's hall

on all Purchases over $1.00 made during this Big Sale Week
to all Saudents and Faculty Members. All you have to do is show your
I.D. Card, so don't forget your I.D. Card when you shop. You can pick
items from any Department in the Store, including:
SWEATERS
BLOUSES
SKI HIS
SLACKS
PURSES

MEN'S CLOTHING
DRESSES
LINGERIE
lil.ANM IS
JEWELRY
<X>SMETICS
TOYS
BEDSPREADS
NOTIONS
CURTAINS
IllliS
STATIONERY
GLASSWARE
CHILDREN'S CLOTHING
COATS
AND MANY OTHER DEPARTMENTS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION.

NORTH AMERICA'S
HOSPITALITY DISH

Remember... 10% Discount on any purchase! over $1.00 during this
Welcome Back Sale. Don't miss out on this opportunity to save
money offered only to you.

COLONEL DRIVE IN

O&I/S Stores on Main Street

f
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State Board Of Education Members
Represent Various Walks Of Life
FRANKFORT — on the
State Board of Education are
a London wholesaler of .petroleum products, a former
governor from Richmond, a
'Louisville attorney, a Fort
Thomas realtor, a Pikeville
businessman with several interests, a Henderson radio executive also with other business interests, and a retired
Paducah educator.
Their occupations and backgrounds vary, but the seven
members are interested and
united in the same objective—
the best possible public school
system for Kentucky.
The
salary obviously is insignificant; they receive only $25 a
day plus expenses when the
Board is in session, normally
only four times a year. Special sessions are called only
to meet emergencies.
And their busy work loads
in their chosen fields further
accentuate their sincere interest in Kentucky education.
Drove to Eastern
Exemplifying their sincerity
is their chairman, Roscoe Miller of London, who drove to
Eastern , Richmond, nights

and on Saturdays to earn a construction company execu
master's degree in education tlve; William E. Justic, Pikethis June to better equip himthree
self for service. Miller is the ville businessman in
first layman to head the State areas of interest; Hecht S.
Board. Until January of this Lackey, Henderson businessyear, the post by law was filled man who started both radio
by the State superintendent of station WSON and WEHT-TV
there; and Walter C. Jetton,
public instruction.
Other memDers are Keen Paducah veteran of 41 years in
Johnson of Richmond, former i education and principal of Tilgovernor of Kentucky; Harry jghman High School there for
S. McAlpin, Louisville Negro 36 years.
attorney;
Henry E. Pogue. ( Chairman Miller and Justice
Jr., Fort Thomas realtor and ' also are former school teach-

Record Total Enrolled
In State's Public
Schools
v
FRANKFORT — A record
total of over 672,000 students
have enrolled in public elementary and high schools throughout Kentucky for the school
year now in session.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, State
superintendent of public instruction, said this is 18,625

Four Parks Staying Open
After November 1
FRANKFORT — "All State
vacation-type parks will remain
open through Sunday, November 1, and four parks will be
open during both the fall and
winter season," State Parks
Commissioner Robert D. Bell
has announced.
Bell said that due to unusual demand for vacationtype facilities, he extended the
season for the parks.
"We feel that the fall season is one of the most attractive periods for Kentuckians
and out-of-staters to enjoy our
facilities. This has been such
a banner year for the tourist
and travel business in Kentucky that we feel we can enjoy our best fall season," he
added.
The following vacation-type
parks and their overnight "facilities' and dining rooms will
remain open through November 1.
Kentucky Dam Village at
Gilbertsville,
Kenlake
near
Murray, Rough River which is

ummjwi 'uiiHiiiim iwa 'MM.

insburg, Pennyrile near Dawsen Springs, Lake Cumberland
near Jamestown, Cumberland
Falls near Corbin,
General
Butler at Carrollton, Natural
Bridge at Slade, Carter Caves
near Olive Hill, Buckhom between Booneville and Hazard,
Jenny (Wiley at Prestonsburg,
and Pine (Mountain at Pineville.
' All these parks have lodges
and dining room facilities and
all but Buckhorn have housekeeping cottages.
^^Four To Be Open
v
»h* four vacation parks to
be) kept open throughout the
winter are:
Kentucky Dam Village in
Weetern Kentucky, Cumberland
Falls In _ South-Central
■entucky, General Butler in
North-Central Kentucky and
Jenny Wiley in Eastern Kenr-—tueky. —., ar
"Based on past experience,
these four parks have the
greatest
off-season demand,
give us a good geographical

distribution and are ideal as
sites for the winter training
schools which will be conducted
this year for key personnel
from all parks," Bell explained.
Boat dock and golf course
services at all parks will be
available to the public throughout the year.
Other Parks Open
My Old Kentucky Home,
Bardstown, and its gift shop
will be open alf year, Bell said,
but will be closed on Mondays
during November,
December,
January, and February.
The William Whitley House,
near Stanford, also will be open
all year but closed on Mondays
from Labor Day to Memorial
Day. Jefferson Davis State
Park, Fairview, will be open
through November 1, and open
on weekends during November, December, January, and
February.
Kingdom Come State Park,
under development near Cumberland, will be open to visitors the year around.
-^TTTe' "Cenfrif
Service, inaugurated this season, will be maintained in September and early October for
the convenience of those who
wish to make reservations for
the fall season in the vacation
parks." Bell said. The telephone number is Frankfort
223-2326.
Commissioner Bell reported
that this season's attendance
had broken all records. He
called the demand for overnight faculties and tent and
trailer camping, sites during
the period from Memorial Day
through Labor Day "overwhelming."
"We now look forward to the
fall season with expectancy
and great optimism. We believe that we will have an extremely heavy fall visitation
and encourage all of those who
want to return to our parks
duriag September .»•"' -£>ctobet
and those who were unable to
secure
reservations
during
June, July, and August, to plan
their trips and make their reservations now," Bell said.

more than the previous high
of 653,418 enrolled in the autumn of 1963.
Biggest increase this year,
Dr. Sparks noted, is on the
high school level, where approximately 191,298 are enrolled in comparison to the
175,464 of last year. Elementary enrollment at 480,745 Is
less than 3,000 above the 477,954 registered for 1963-1964.
Particularly significant are
the increases of more than 8,800 in high school seniors and
more than 5,800 in high school
juniors.
"The big jumps in these two
classes,"
according - to Dr.
Sparks, "result from the "baby
boom' of 1946 and 1947. These
17 and 18-year-olds are reaching the end of their public
school years."

ers who have a special interest
in raising the salary level.
All these members are college graduates except Lackey,
but it was he who started and
directed the drive which resulted in the Henderson Community College.
Hold Four Year Terms
State Board members are
appointed by the governor for
four-year terms. Under a new
law effective July 1 this year,
they must be selected from
each of the State's seven judicial districts.
The State Board of Education, by law a part of the Kentucky Department of Education, is responsible for the
management and control of the
public schools, vocational education and rehabilitation.
The seven current members'
backgrounds
read
like
*
"Who's Who in Kentucky,"
and
most of
them
have
achievements extending beyond
the state borders. All of them
are busy in their home communities' church and civic circles too, in addition to their
occupational and State Board
work.

Marksmen
To Penn.
FRANKFORT — Kentucky's
top ten sharpshooters left for
Pennsylvania yesterday to defend their title and honors
against 10 marksmen from the
Quaker State in the first of
1964's two long-rifle matches.

IDEAL RESTAURANT
Open Under New Management
THEIR WELCOME SIGN IS OUT FOR ALL
EASTERN STUDENTS AND FACULTY

COME IN AND MEET
Mr. and Mrs. MARSHALL BRUNER

GET YOUR MEAL TICKET BARGAIN! SAVE SI.
A $5.50 VALUE FOR 54.50 DURING WEEK OF
SEPTEMBER 18 • 25.
PLATE LUNCHES SERVED

92% Teachers
College Grads

DRUGS

FRANKFORT — Approximately 92 percent of the professional school personnel In
Kentucky schools this year are
college graduates.
This figure compares with
only 60 percent in 1956-57,
when the Minimum Foundation
Law was first financed, Dr.
Harry M. Sparks, State superintendent of public instruction,
said.
A proportionate decline in
the total of emergency teachers to less than 5 percent —
lowest since the beginning of
the jx>Bt-World War II _ teacher
■iwpw^e' -—- is iH'uMctsWy^ifnr
Division of Teacher Education
and Certification in the State
Department of Education.
^"Several
school
districts,
however, are having difficulty
in obtaining qualified teachers
for certain
positions," Dr.
Sparks added.
He cited 44 vacancies for
elementary
school
positions
and 77 for high school teaching
jobs.
Only
qualified
teachers
should apply for these, Dr.
Sparks advised, and directly to
the superintendent of the local
school district.

Richmond, Ky.

Eastern
Students
and
Faculty "
"See us foryour
Drug Needs"

Formal Clothes
.

V2 Lb. Sirloin Strip Steak, French Fries and Slaw
All for—1.19
Club Steak wrth French Fries atni Slaw
Only — 97c
V2 Lb. of Rib Eye Steak with French Fries and Slaw
Only— 1.19
V

FOR RENT!
«,

Ideal Steak Specials:

Main Street,

For

_.

-.

Any Occasion
STANIFER'S MEN'S WEAR

Every day as you eat in the Ideal Restaurant...
you have a chance of eating a Free Meal. ..if THE
GOLDE FORK is in your napkin^—

MAIN AT MADISON

CANFIELO MOTORS

See Our Selection
of Customized*

OLDSMOBILE

AI8 Makes Serviced
Across From Krogers

Phone 623-4010

GILLETTE RAZOR

CLASSMATE
School Jewlry!

FOR HAIR COLOR USERS

M.50
COLLINS PHARMACY
MAIN AT FIRST

PH. 623-2336

.25

plain .25 Deluxe .30 Bacon & Egg

.40

Cheeseburger

plain .30 Deluxe .35 Sausage & Egg

.40

plain .40 Deluxe .45 Hot Dog

.20

plain .25 Deluxe .30 C o n e y

.25

Bolognaburger .... plain .30 Deluxe .35 Fish

.40

Sausageburger .... plain .30 Deluxe .35 Steak

.45

Cheese

For giqrs and &**■■. YOUR high school name and
•cbool color an neat, sophisticatad gift jewelry ...
cama tea our Class Malt Gift Jewelry department.

.50 Egg

Hamburger

Sausage

2.51. Vol.—1.85
GEM RAZOR

1.00 Val. — 69c
Miss Clairol Hair Spray

Rib Eye steak sandwich

Bologna

CHARMS • CHARM RINGS
TIE TACS • TIE BARS
CLASS PINS • PENDANTS
tteriing Silver or 12 Kt Gold Filled
plus
u
MEW CUSS-MATE
t
PEN MHl PENCIL
i
¥
m Gleaming Chrome with
\.. Sterling Silver School Emblem

J

$

All Plain Sandwiches include Onion and Pickle

Ham

Witt Your School Name and Color

With SUN UP After Shave...

WITH 10 BLADES!

SANDWICHES

Back To School With Pride!

plain .25 Deiuxe .30 Chuckwagon

.40
.45

plain .20 Toasted .25 Veal Cutlet

Bacon & Tomato . . plain .35 Toasted .35 Bar-b-cue

.40

Lettuce & Tomato . plain .25 Toasted .25 Tenderloin

.50

Ham Salad

.35 French Fries

.20

Grilled Cheese

.25 French Fries w/gravy

.25

Ham and Egg

.50 Onion Rings

.25

Ham & Cheese

>

.50 Jumbo Shrimp, French F. & Salad

1.25

*\
Your Headquarters fop CLASS-MATE Jewell?

McGORD Jewelery
134 W. MAIN

DIAL 623-2232

Where Your Credit is
Always Good

Large Order of Fresh Cut French Fries .

20c

Onion Rings

25c

OPEN 6 A.M. TO 10 P.M.

241 W. MAIN. RICHMOND. KY.

PHONC 623-9Ml
mill III

-—-
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Grads Report Summer Job, Address Changes

Alumni
News

one of the text. Rozellon Is .Phoenix. Arizona 85033. Havemployad bv the Fort Thomas inR been there the past three
Mar ar
K !i*vl^hcL,°l
h
We certainly hope the sum- Board of Education. Ft. Thom- y««as. Kentucky, and is a 5th |nKlta,h
. , ¥aT£fL. &H
mer has been an enjoyable one grade teacher at Samuel Wood- School and John teaches 5th
By LORRAINE IXM.EY
SscMtury, Alumni Office

727

"alumni kind." It has been a s pt Thomas Ave., Ft. Thom- fhe^h^on^on^John^:
liam who was born November
hot. dry summer around the ils |<y.
4. 1962.
campus. Now tint
summer
activities are nearly to an end, i More New Positions
WALTER REED AMMERit Is time for school to begin.
..„t4 .„„,.,. —», ..o
again and the campus this' ANNA LOUISE HORN. 4.1. MAN, '57, is assistant manat&ok is Uethlng with active Is a Home Economics teacher ger of a Woohvorth Store in
freshmen wtth thcr cute little «nd is assistant state advisor Scranton, Pennsylvania
(18504). residing at 1111 Run"i,
. .,;..„•• ami
>i„i ail
all trie
ihi. up.Ki
unner- '"•'
Indiana
Assoc.
"beanies
«m„,.i-~Future
«he die Street there.
Classmen buzzing around try . Homcmakcr.i of America. She
ins to get their ■cheduiea «r- rjaWf* «t *U Wm
street.
Addresses Changed
Snged. Also, we am sure air Madison. Indiana 47250.
HORACE K. HARPER. '57,
you graduate* arc getting busy
]jNDKN
.
MITCHELL,
H
with your positions in th ■ •50. is in the Industrial Rela-, jf president of the Apex Granlc
iM; rooms
offices
and w
Ills and
ami mil.
«>....«
» |j()n, ncpnIrtment
.tnlcnt of the ConCon-Ii «• «-"'
Company Inc. His mailis 51 W. Church
Is r.ppni-mnily to wish (in,,ntaI gl(,cI corporation. Ko-1'"K address
•*
take tins
eai ii of you *a very successful ,
In(n,.lna
ln(, ,,-sid-s at BtrSet, Elberton, Georgia.
;
y< "'JDll Forest Drive, Kokomo.
WILLIAM J. '58, and DE
111 :i:: ( 11F.I. McKINLF.Y, "12.
MARGARET D. SHEA. T,0. j' ORW C. HIJTTON. W. reis Chief . underwriter of the is presently employed as as- >'<?<•
in Lennon,
Michigan
Kc.ici.il Housing Association sistant Physical Education W-] where William te Office manaIn Washington, D.C., residing rector, Dent, of Phys. Ed. at «£. Olin Mathleson Chemical
at 607 Perth Place, Silver the University of the East, Corp. at Owosso, Michigan
Spring. Maryland.
Manila. Philippines.
She is Their home address is 240
W. ILOUIS FITZGERALD, also associate professor — Col- Raleigh Place, Lennon.
•C5, is Superintendent with lege of Education in the same
SARA JANE (HATFIELD).
Bchenley
Distributor,
Inc., University. Margarets
mall- 59. '64, and EARL EUGENE
Lavreneehurg. Indiana his >ng address in 1058 T Ayala. REDWINE, '63, have moved to
street address there is 562 Ermita, Manila, Philippines.
3054 Lynwood Drive, Paris,
Tanner Avenue.
CONSTANCE BULTER Mc- Kentucky, where Earl has accepted a coaching job in BourEffective September!. 1964. AULEY, '53. is presently mar- bon County.
I^illT^B' I ARKIN 36 has a r|ed to Mr Don Grav and re"
^"Slttot Supetviso? of sides at 605 Judy Lane, LexTOMMY HUGH KELLEY.
Special Education, State De- ington, Kentucky,
'60, is instructor of French In
pnriment
of Education in
ROY DoNAtLD BURBERRY, the Foreign Language DepartFrankfort.
Kentucky.
Her .„ 91? Mason Headley Road, ment, North Texas State Uninew address is 708 Forest Hil I>oxinRto-ni Ky. 40504. is assis- versity, Denton, Texas.
Dnve.
Frankfort,
Kentucky ,ant professor
profcMOr nnd coordinator
MARY F. KAYS, '60. is a
40601.
engineering graphics curricul- Stewardess for Eastern Air
um.
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of a husky 9 lb. 514 oz. daughter, Amy Jo, on May 28. 1964.
Address: Box 612, Warsaw,
Ky. 41095.

The arrival of Lisa Jan, on
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Special
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DONALD T. SCHERER, '63. 47172. Besides Mother
and
was commissioned a 2nd Lt. in Dad, the welcoming committee
the Air Foiv last September. Included Catherine Marie, 11;
He was then sent to St. Louis James Darren, Jr., 9; and Mark
University graduate school for Louis, 7, who, incidentiy, were
one year. He recently com- all three born in Richmond,
pleted a course in meteorology Kentucky.
there, and has been reassigned
to work In the Severe Storm
Arriving in time to help
Warning eCnter in Kansas celebrate his father's birthday
City. There, he will help de- was Charles Owen Ley, son of
velop formulas which are fed JOHN, '49, and Barbara Deinto computers for forecasting Bord Ley, born July 9, 1964,
the weather. Since Don was
a math major at Eastern, and
also worked on programming
for an engineering company,
he is well prepared for this
work and we wish him much
success. Don's
mailing
address is 4721 Benton Blvd..
Apt. 202, Kansas City, Missouri.
WEDDINGS
SPENCER-CHEAK
Miss PEGGY JO SPENCER,
'58, of Lawrenceburg, Kentucky and JAMES PRESLEY
CHEAK, Jr. of Lawrenceburg,
were married at the First
Christian Church in Lawrenceburg on August 8, 1964 at 4:30
in the afternoon. Mrs. Cbeak
is teaching in the Dependent
School at Fort Knox, and
James teaches in the Elizabethtown High School. Mr. and
Mrs. Cheak are at home at 113
East Popular Street, Elizabethtown, Kentucky.
HINEL-DRAUD
Miss Beverly Ann Hinel, Ft.
Mitchell, was married June 6
at the Church of St. Agnes to
JON E. DRAUID of Southgate.
Following a wedding trip to
the World's Fair, the couple reside at 1012 Emery Drive,
Covington, Kentucky.
JUNIOR ALUMNI
JOE DONALD WOLFORD.
'61, and wife, Jo Ellen, are
happy to announce the arrival

THE GLYNDON HOTEL
THE FAVORITE MEETING PLACE
IN RICHMOND
Rooms include Television, Telephones, Air
Conditioning and Room Service.
ALSO FREE PARKINS
FOR GUESTS.

weighing 9 lb. 7% oz. at their
new home. 17 North Shannon
Avenue, Athens,' Ohio waiting
to welcome the new member
are Michael, Robert. Jacqueline, Theresa and Philip.
Lisa Ann Fits, was born at
10:02 am., August 24. 1964 In
Brown County General Hospital, Georgetown, Ohio, and
tipped the scales at 7 lb. 2%
oz. The proud parents are Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Fite (MARY
ANN LYONS, '82). Tom is a
math teacher at Glen Este
High School, Ohio and the new
mother has been
teaching
Vocational home economics the
past two years at Mt. Orab,
Ohio — now a housewife living at Route No. 3, Georgetown, Ohio.

Veterans Cab
Kentucky Cab
24 Hr. Service

623-1400

DEATHS
KATHARINE APPLEGATE
(ARNOLD) ORR, who was an
elementary principal m
the
Richmond Community School
system for several years, died
in August, 1963. Her husband
Mr. Burdette Orr, resides at
2500 South "D" Street, Richmond, Indiana.
CALLIE BODKINS, '24, died
on November 30, 1963, in Zephyrhills, Florida from cancer,
and is buried at Somerset, Ky.

Chilean Community
Named After State

FRANKFORT — Imagine a
Kentucky
washed
by the
Pacific, shadowed by the Andes
Mountains, and containing only
28 homes.
The Commonwealth's flag
flies over this tiny community, and its Inhabitants heard
recently from Governor Edward T. Breathitt. But you'd
have a hard time locating the
spot on any United States map.
This Kentucky Is part of the
town of Casma in the southern
Chilean province of Llanquihue. Nearby is the village of
Vermont.
Both
were dedicated recently and named for
U.S. states in gratitude for assistance from the Alliance for
Progress.
The two communities are
part of an effort to re-locate
low-income families displaced
by earthquakes in 1960. The
United States has advanced a
$100 million loan to Chile's
housing and social assistance
agency for the project. It will

CITY TAXI I

Include home construction and
technical assistance on nutrition, clothing, recreation, sanitation and vocational training
for two years.
When completed, the project
will include 27 rural villages,
such as Kentucky, and 29 new
urban centers. So far, 9,348
homes or apartment units have
been completed. The
rural
homes include enough land for
a garden and fruit trees.
In addition to sending a
United States and a Kentucky
flag to the villagers, Governor
Breathitt relayed a message
through Edward J. Sparks,
former U.S.
ambassador to
Chile and now a consultant
there for the U.S. Agency for
International
Development.
The message, read by Sparks
at dedication ceremonies, expressed hope that the new community "will have the successful future to which we are all
dedicated."

SPECIAL!

SWEET SHOP
EVERY
MONDAY • TUESDAY
VA Fried Chicken
with French Fries

EVERY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY - SATURDAY
V2 Lb Hamburger Steak
with French Fries—Slaw

79c

79c

WELCOME STUDENTS
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS—For Sale - Rent - Repair
MECHANICAL DRAWING SETS—SLIDE
RULES

COMPASSES — ,'T" SQUARES

FLO-MASTER FELT TIP PENS—TYPING PAPER
POSTER BOARD

Browne's Office Supply
Formerly Richmond Office Equipment, S. 3rd St.
PARKER 45 —Chose your own point
PAPERMATE PENS — REFILLS
SCRIPTO PENS — DESK BLOTTERS
ALL NECESSARY SCHOOL SUPPLIES

To AH Eastern
Students
*

rfSta

Sample Shoe Center
Richmond's Largest Shoe Store
WHY PAY

WE SELL FOltf

MORE

Featuring

LESS

Ncme Brand Shoes
30%-60% Savings
Mon. - Fri.—8:30 to 5:30

Sat.—8:30 to 8:301

A sincere welcome to Richmond from Modern
Dry Cleaners & Laundry. For all of your cleaning,
laundry and alterations while in Richmond, take
the Eastern By-Pass to our Big Hill Ave. location
and avoid the downtown traffic and the bother of
finding a place to park. We think you will find
our cleaning, laundry, and alterations depart-

HUNTING

ments to be second to none.
Visit us often for satisfied service.

"v*»—-

(SUNSMI

GUNS
RIFLES !

$6.98

DRY CLEANERS & LAUNDRY

CARTRIDGES!!SHELLS j
220 East Irvine Street - Next to Kroger Parking Lot

LERMANS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEEP

MODERN

<£

Blue Grass Hardware
West Main

Richmond, Ky.

130 Big Hill Ave. - Across from the Colonel Drive In

f

